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Abstract 
Current alignment technology is incapable of satisfying the needs of imminent 
generations of lithography. This dissertation delineates a novel method of alignment and 
three-dimensional position metrology that is compatible with many forms of proximity 
lithography. The method is called Interferometric-Spatial-Phase Imaging (ISPI), and is 
based on encoding three-dimensional position information in the spatial phase and 
frequency of interference fringes, viewed with specialized oblique-incidence, dark-field 
optical microscopes. Alignment detectivity is 10.5 nm, and detection range is >500 ym. 
Unlike amplitude-based interferometers, this spatial-phase-encoding interferometer 
achieves high alignment detectivity without sensitivity to variations in wavelength, gap 
and other factors, such as resist layers and changes in the index of refraction in the 
beampath. Several novel gap detection methods are introduced, with gap detectivity <1 
nm, measured over gaps between <1 ym and >500 ym. Gap is confirmed with exposure 
of patterns in resist, taking advantage of near-field interference in a novel Chirped Talbot 
Effect. Alignment and pattern overlay are confirmed in experiments combining x-ray 
exposures with continuous ISPI position feedback. Dynamic overlay of patterns in resist 
is demonstrated to be 2.7 nrn, with a clear path for further improvement. Gate structures 
in a double-gate MOSFET are dynamically aligned to 2.5 nm. 
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'Increasing knowledge brings with it increasing power, and great as are the triumphs of 
the present centuly, we may well believe that they are but a foretaste of what discovery 
and invention have yet in store for mankind. The work may be hard, and the discipline 
severe; but the interest never fails, and great is the privilege of achievement. ' - Lord 
Raleigh 
1 Introduction 
1. I Motivation and Objectives 
Alignment and gap control, and position metrology in general, are pervasive 
requirements in nanofabrication. Throughout the history of micro- and nano-fabrication, 
fine three-dimensional positioning has always been a key enabling technology. Indeed, 
alignment and metrology were cornerstones of each of the previous industrial revolutions 
over the past 200 years1, and are likely to continue to be indispensable partners with any 
foreseeable fabrication technology. 
1 Metrology was integrated with machining via Henry Maudslay's invention of a micrometer capable of 
measuring to 1110,000 of an inch (2.5 pm) in 1805 [1.1], permitting control of milling machines for 
manufacture of interchangeable parts. 
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Fig. 1.1. Scale of microscopic dimensions. 
Currently, the semiconductor industry produces transistor gates with 90 nm 
widths, and requires alignment and pattern overlay of 30 nm. The importance of new 
alignment methods is indicated by the industry-wide International Technology Roadmap 
for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2003 [1.2], which states that there is "no known solution" to 
alignment beyond the year 2007 when overlay is specified to be 23 nm. Further in the 
future, as predicted by the ITRS, alignment accuracy demands are expected to increase to 
<7 nm. This viewpoint is reflected by sources in the nascent nanofabrication industry 
[1.3], who say "The challenge of manufacturing standards remains one of the most 
formidable obstacles to widespread commercialization: Nanomanufacturing needs 
accuracy down to 5 or 10 nanometers, something nobody knows how to do. We need 
much, much better registration . . ., and it's going to be a real challenge." 
In the author's viewpoint, it is virtually certain that continued progress in 
nanofabrication will depend upon exquisitely fine position control, including control with 
sub-nanometer accuracy. When the end of the semiconductor roadmap is reached, there 
will be numerous applications of alignment that involve the interface between the 
molecular and lithographic regimes. For instance, in templated self-assembly, in which 
molecules form regular arrays between template walls [1.4], the spacing of templates by 
fractions of the molecular diameter determine the packing arrangement and exact number 
of molecules that can self-assemble in the interstitial regions. 
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This dissertation will respond to the expansive and enduring nano-alignment 
challenge with a unique three-dimensional position metrology technique that provides 
sub-nanometer detectivity, exceptional dynamic range, high signal-to-noise ratio, 
immunity to numerous perturbations and deleterious conditions, and applicability to any 
foreseeable form of proximity lithography. 
1.2 Background of Microprocessor Fabrication 
This section will outline the development of the microprocessor, with lithography, 
the planar process, and alignment as three essential enabling technologies. Certainly 
there are a plethora of other applications of alignment, but we choose microprocessor 
fabrication as a vehicle to illustrate a broadly useful application to which some form of 
alignment has been indispensable throughout its history. 
1.2.1 Transistor, Integrated Circuit, and Microprocessor 
Development 
The invention of the first point-contact transistor (Fig. 1.2) on December 16, 1947 
by Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley (patent #2,524,035) initiated the unprecedented and 
wide-ranging revolution in technological capability that is the foundation for our 
information-rich society. 
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The transistor was made practical by the first semiconductor junction transistor 
invented in 1951 by Shockley, and scalable, by the inventions of the first integrated 
circuit in 1958 by Kilby [1.3] on germanium (patent #3,138,743), and the first integrated 
circuit on silicon by Noyce in 1959 (patent #2,981,877). The first commercially available 
integrated circuit followed in 1961, produced by Fairchild Semiconductor. 
1 ,  ,is v ! / , ' j ' ~ 2 ~  1 . 1  (a) 
Fig. 1.3. (a) First integrated circuit, with two transistors. Alignment registration was -100,000 
nm. (b) Intel Prescott chip: 125 million transistors with 90 nm features. Alignment requirement 
is 30 nm. ' 8 ,  . i l k h -  I I ' ~ - O ~ ~ I ! I  r 7 i 1 ~ ~ ~  . 
As shown in Fig. 1.3, feature sizes on the transistors in early integrated circuits 
were on the order of 100s of pm, and the overall size was -1 cm (for two transistors). 
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Early integrated circuits were a tremendous ,,.,I- . - .-- improvement -- over vacuum tubes2, in terns of 
weight, size, cost, and reliability, and over previous fabrication technology (i.e., hand- 
assembly and soldering), in terms of practicality, yield, and, most importantly, scalability. 
Prior to the integrated circuit, transistors required manual soldering of components, and 
the variation of the components resulted in inconsistent operation. Integrating all the 
components on a single (silicon) substrate meant that the components were matched to 
m4 
each other, and no manual intervention required, increasing the rate of device 
w 
productb~ dJ well as lowering cost. More transistors could be added to the same 
sub- at minimal increases in cost or process complexity, leading to the exponential 
growth ia tba n u m b  of transistors per chip, known as Moore's Law (Fig. 1.4). 
- lnYlrCn 
- #&mi- ihvc  W J C ~ C I  
Fig. 1,4. St@-log - , ,  I pla  aC' 
Tr~nsisbrs m d c  a critical difference in the hnplmv~tati0n of digital oomp~ters. In the late 1960's IBM 
W e  the f i t  digital computers using transistors. %Jp to t o t  time, digital computers were made with 
vacuum tubes, which were comparatively large, heavy, and drew far more power. For instanoc, an ENLAC 
digital computer, built in: 1945, had 19,000 vacuum tubds and drew 200 kW. A modem personal compr*a 
contains -100 million transistors and draws -200 W. 
, J<<&& b- - - 
ur 
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I .2.2 Lithography and the Planar Process 
. I .  ' 1  ' 1  I ,  1.8 . .#  - 8 t L .  8 
The technologies that made' rnicro&ocessors a reality were lithography and the 
l ~ t  1. ~ h , t ~ ~ t t ~ r * l ~ l l  I 1 1 1  l t l l l r .  I A . ~ . L ~ I  I 
" ' T '  I . , ,  8 ,  ' I  , I  I  I I  I  process, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. 
I 1 I: I ,  1 ! ,  I . . $ h l , l w ) l  . , . I  I  , , 8 1 1  I /  $ 1 1 1  * -  I  I . L  
Fig. 1.5. Schematic of lithographic processes. Alignment and proper overlav is required upon 
e a h  ~f W'R1& .v 
particles. The particle flux may be in the f& of a n'mow beam scanned over the 
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surface, or in parallel, from a fixed pattern defined by a mask. In a positive-tone resist, 
the particle-induced changes to its chemical structure make it susceptible to removal with 
a chemical agent (a developer solution), while unexposed regions are unaffected, creating 
a relief pattern. The resist pattern protects underlying regions of the substrate, while 
further processing steps are performed on the unprotected regions. The pattern is 
transferred into the substrate by wet or dry etching, or layers of metal or insulator 
deposited in the interstitial regions. Alternatively, the resist pattern can selectively block 
penetration of ions - in the unblocked regions, injected ions dope the silicon to alter its 
semiconductive properties. When the resist is removed, a fixed layer of semiconductor, 
metal, or insulator remains, in well-defined lateral and vertical dimensions. A new resist 
layer is spun on, and the cycle is repeated layer by layer, with various patterns in each 
layer, to form the complete circuit. 
The lithographic process is repeated >20 times (21 times, in the case of a Pentium 
4) to define the various parts of a device, such as a gate (or gates), source, drain, contact 
pad or interconnect. Misalignment by 2113"' of the gate length will cause a variety of 
unacceptable effects. 
The rapid growth of the number of transistors on a chip depends upon the ability to 
fabricate as many devices as desired in parallel, within the lithographic resolution limits. 
The type of lithography is critical, and frequently is the limiting factor to scaling up to 
more transistors in smaller area. 
On a historical note, the first known instance of lithography is attributed to the 
Hohokarn Indians of southern Arizona, around 1000 B.C [ I S ,  1-61. The Hohokam 
Indians imported seashells from the California coastline, masked regions with patterns of 
mesquite tar pitch, and etched the uncovered regions of the shell with fermented juice 
from the fruit of the saguaro cactus. Figure 1.6 shows an example of a Hohokam shell. 
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Fig. 1.6. Seashell patterned by the Hohokam process (circa 1000 B.C.). Patterns were masked by 
tar pitch, and etched by fermented juice (weak acetic acid) fiom the h i t  of the saguaro cactus. 
In contrast to the etched seashell, an example of contemporary state-of-the-art fabrication 
facilities and their products are shown in Figs 1.7 and 1.8. 
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Fig. 1.8. (a) 300 mm-diameter PowerPC G5 wafer produced in IBM East Fishkill fabrication 
facility. The wafer contains several hundred chips. @) A G5 chip layout, containing 58 million 
transistors. Minimum feature sizes are 90 nm, and alignment <32 nm for each transistor gate. 
Lithography is done with the 193 nm wavelength.! al o lurowq MU W v m q  bml . ~ d q ~ l  
TW I .R-N J.xlr+d '
1.3 Background of Interfer gtric Po- Zion Detection 
%? AP 
) The fmt step in performing fine alignment is to detat position to less than the 
wa7 ength of light. The most widely used tgol for fme position metrology is the laser 
interkrorneter. The origin of i n ~ ~ o m e t r y  dates back more than 20Oyc =s. In 1803, 
ai, ::T4 Young performed the fust interference exg iments3 with a. doubleslit, wavefront- 
* 6 
splitting interfermeter. Miohelson4 developed the ffm~ 
interfmmeter in the 1880's, providing a comparison between two path lengths, as shown 
in Fig. 1.9. ,, ! -  
Movable Mirror 
Fig. 1.9. Schematic o f  a Michelson-type interfero'rheter. 
< "--- * 
. i  I 
3 Young's double-slit inferfmmeter provided the k t  evidence at the time in support of a wave theory of 
light, and provided the pivotal counter-argument to Newton's corpuscular theory. +r .. nr ri t I i 14 I I 1 
4 Nobel Prize winner, 1907 
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In this interferometer a collimated, monochromatic beam is divided by a 
beamsplitter into two equal parts, with one beam reflecting from a fixed mirror, and the 
other beam reflecting from a mirror attached to a moving platform. The two reflected 
beams recombine at the beamsplitter, and the interferometric intensity is detected by a 
photodetector. Moving one mirror changes the relative phase between the interfering 
beams, resulting in an intensity variation at the detector, e.g., a path length change of U2 
corresponds to one cycle in the intensity of the interfering beams. 
The two collinear plane waves are expressed as 
where @ I  and @ are their phases. Their superposition results in an intensity I, where 
with an interference term that varies sinusoidally; the argument being the phase 
difference (ql - $2) between the two waves. The phase difference depends on the 
additional path length traveled by the beam to the movable mirror. Hence, the 
displacement of the mirror changes the intensity of the interfering beams in a cyclical 
fashion. 
Commercial interferometers5 based on a single frequency interference 
(homodyne) were introduced in 1964, soon after the invention of the helium-neon laser6, 
and could detect displacements as small as U8 = 79 nm. 
Airborne Instruments Labs, Inc. 
Ali Javan, 1960. 
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Problems with the Michelson interferometer 
- The photodetector measures only the intensity of light at a point, so any variation in the 
amplitude of the signal due, for example to laser power fluctuations, ambient light 
pickup, or electronic noise, will be interpreted as a displacement. Over long time scales, 
drift in the alignment of the optical components will also vary intensity, and bias 
displacement measurements. 
- There is an inherent phase ambiguity: every motion of the mirror through 1J2 results in 
the same intensity, therefore, the total displacement is determined by counting cycles in 
the intensity oscillations. A change in source intensity or detector response will be 
mistaken as a displacement unless a second detector and additional interferometer paths 
are employed in a quadrature scheme. 
- The direction of motion cannot be sensed without using a quadrature scheme. 
- Changes in density of air in the beampath vary the index of refraction, causing optical 
path length variations in one arm of the interferometer. This causes intensity changes, 
even though the mirrors are stationary. 
1.3.2 Heterodyne Interferometer 
Many of the shortcomings of the homodyne interferometer were overcome by 
detecting displacement using the phase difference of two frequencies: i.e., in a 
heterodyne interferometer. In the heterodyne interferometer, the phase difference is due 
to temporal beats between the two frequencies, in distinction to the phase differences 
arising from the path length differences in the Michelson interferometer. In the 
heterodyne scheme, orthogonally polarized light of frequencies fi and fi (resulting fiom 
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Zeeman splitting or, more commonly, acousto-optic modulation7) is emitted from a dual- 
frequency HeNe laser, Fig. 1.1 0. i 1 4 ~ 1 ; l  ~ r f s  
.-I >I+: I hi r, .islfrlqP{lrs~! qnis i~do  Stationary Comer C~be-.ltqcr~as 4 ht11: ! 1 
r!rrltlirir,- 1rd1 t I pol&;ingrr 
Beams l~tter 
~ t ;  P ~ J ~ ~ ~ I W ~ J  rub = t r o i b r ~ ~  =I? 
17l/l d - a ~  lo in~flcq Movable 
Comer Cube 
Photodetectors n'A 
Fig. 1.10. Schematic of a heterodyne interferometer. A Ad-frequency laser produces two 
fkquencies in orthogonally-polarized states. Displacement of a movable comer cube is encoded in the Doppler fiequency shift, compared to a stationary comer cube. 
3gW xh ~i -r bns d l q  mud xh ni muibsm 5d1110 noi-t l o  lnbni At ai n i n s l g r  
The laser output is split initially into two parts by a non-polarizing beamsplit@r, 
one part for reference, and the other for measurement. The reference beam passes 
through a 45' polarizer, to obtain interference betweefl components of each of the 
orthogonally polarized states. A reference frequency fR is detected by intensity 
oscillations on a photodetector, and is given by 
dI3lsl3t-b fd  ~ r n m d t p i b  an i  
' The acousto-optic method uses a frequency shifter, such as a Bragg cell, to produce the frequency 
difference. This technique yields a fiequency split (20MHz) that is much greater than that of the Zeeman 
technique. The split also remains constant beau= die Bmgg cell is driven by a stable quartz oscillator. 
mrlv - - 
m n w r r - ~ ~ ~ 5 m  r $ U . M * I  
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which is independent of time (within the bounds provided by the frequency stability of 
the laser). 
The fi and f2 components are separated by a polarizing beamsplitter, with the fi 
beam going along one path to a stationary mirror, and the f2 beam going along another 
path to a movable mirror. After reflection, the two frequencies are recombined by the 
beamsplitter. Another linear polarizer at a 45' angle is used after the beamsplitter to 
obtain a component of each orthogonal state. The interference of the common 
polarization components results in an electrical signal at the photodiode that oscillates at 
the difference frequency, fi - f2, assuming the mirrors are stationary. Movement of one of 
the mirrors causes a Doppler shift in the frequency of the reflected beam: if the stage 
mirror moves away from the bearnsplitter, the reflected beam will be redshifted to a 
lower frequency; if the stage mirror moves towards the bearnsplitter, the reflected beam 
will be blueshifted. The frequency seen at the detector is given by 
where Af(t) is the amount of the Doppler shift, and is given by 
AJf(f) = 2/1Jf2v(f) 
where n is the index of refraction of the medium in the beam path and v is the stage 
velocity. 
Electronics measure both fD and fR, and determine the displacement of the stage 
mirror by converting the phase 
into displacement by the relation 
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When first introduced in the Hewlett-Packard 5525A 11.71 in 1970, heterodyne 
interferometers improved detection to 1J64 (633 d 6 4  = 10 nm). Further improvements 
in electronics allow detection to 1J2048 (633 nml2048 = 0.3 nm). Multiple passes of the 
laser beam lengthen the overall beampath by folding the beampath onto itself in each 
arm, allowing an increase in sensitivity to -0.15 nrn (for a 4-pass configuration). 
The heterodyne interferometer combines both high resolution (0.15 nrn) and long 
range (NO m), and can measure high velocities (up to 4.2 mls). 
An important characteristic of interferometry is that only the displacement is 
measured, not the absolute position. Therefore, the initial distance to the movable mirror 
or corner cube is not measured, only the change in relative position between the 
reflectors. To find the absolute position, cycles from a reference point must be counted. 
An advantage of heterodyne interferometers is that they can measure the direction of 
motion without any additional apparatus, such as is needed in the homodyne quadrature 
scheme. 
The primary advantage of the heterodyne interferometer is that by encoding 
position in phase, instead of amplitude, changes in background intensity (e.g., turning on 
a light in the room) would not cause a change in the interferometer signal that could be 
interpreted as a displacement. 
Problems with heterodyne interferometers 
Frequency drift of the laser: 
A frequency drift can be interpreted as a displacement. Temperature variations 
can cause drift in the length of the laser cavity, and the resonant frequency. A heating 
coil around the laser tube is commonly used to stabilize the laser temperature. 
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Index of refraction: 
Heterodyne measurements assume a consistent index of refraction in both the 
reference path and the Doppler-shifted paths, which is not always a valid assumption due 
to turbulence and density variations in the air, variations in humidity, or mixing of air 
with other gases such as helium. These variations are several orders of magnitude greater 
than errors arising from frequency drift. 
Obstacles to Nano-Alignment 
Laser interferometers demonstrate feasibility of sub-nanometer position sensitivity, 
but are insufficient to achieve robust, nanometer-level pattern overlay. We can 
summarize the obstacles with three essential points: 
1. Interferometers are subject to environmental disturbances. 
2. Interferometers measure the position of mirrors at the edges of stages, not 
mask-substrate position. 
3. Thermal and mechanical instability on the nanometer scale cause deviations 
from the position of a stage mirror and the position of a feature on a mask. 
Environmental controls and low-thermal-expansion-coefficient materials attempt to 
stabilize dimensional variations, however, without direct knowledge of the relative 
position of a mask and substrate, nanometer-level overlay is not feasible. In the next 
chapter we address numerous innovative schemes to detect position directly between a 
mask and substrate with interferometric sensitivity. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 
The goal of this thesis is to invent a broadly applicable position metrology method 
that achieves sub-nanometer detectivity and nanometer overlay of a mask and substrate 
and operates irrespective of environmental disturbances. Chapter 2 provides background 
on a variety of next-generation alignment methods. Chapter 3 introduces the 
fundamentals of a novel positioning scheme, called Interferometric-Spatial-Phase 
Imaging (ISPI). Chapter 4 describes several novel means of detecting gap, including one 
with long-range interferometric sensitivity, and an oblique-incidence Fabry-Perot 
interferometer. Chapter 5 introduces a gap detection method with sub-nanometer 
sensitivity, called Transverse Chirp Gapping (TCG), based on frequency and phase 
encoding of gap in interference fringes. Chapter 6 introduces a new means of verifying 
gap using near-field self-imaging of the same TCG mark. Chapter 7 describes the effects 
of perturbations on ISPI, including process layers, variations in the viewing angle of an 
ISPI microscope, axial camera rotation, and grating defects. Chapter 8 describes the 
design and construction of the ISPI alignment apparatus and source alignment method 
and apparatus. Chapter 9 presents experimentally-demonstrated sub-nanometer 
detectivity and nanometer-level overlay using ISPI, including exposures in resist using 
feedback-stabilized alignment and gate-to-gate alignment in a double-gate transistor. 
Chapter 10 summarizes and concludes the dissertation. 
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2 Overview of Alignment Methods 
In the past two and a half decades, the promise of higher lithographic resolution 
via shorter wavelengths spurred development of new generations of alignment methods at 
universities and industrial laboratories. Linewidths of 30 nm were fabricated using a 1.3 
nm, soft x-ray wavelength [2.1, 2.21, about an order of magnitude increase beyond 
conventional lithographic resolution using ultraviolet light. To make devices that could 
take advantage of this increase in resolution, pattern overlay requirements decreased to 
<10 nm. Many alignment schemes were developed, with the common factor being an 
attempt to adapt the success of stage-control interferometry to direct, interferometric 
measurements between the mask and substrate. 
The challenge of direct interferometric referencing of mask and substrate was 
made evident by the problems that arose when subjecting the substrate-related part of the 
interferometer to process-induced variations. Under ideal conditions on a test bench, 
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many of these alignment schemes could sense sub-1 0 nm mask-substrate displacements, 
but in typical manufacturing conditions, overlay was corrupted by process-induced 
pattern variations. Some of the most common sources of error were layers of resist, 
uneven resist flow over the marks, biasing induced by etching and deposition, variations 
in diffraction efficiency of the substrate marks, and changes in the index of refraction 
within the interferometer beampaths, due to density variations and heliumlair mixing. 
Other problems included laser intensity fluctuations and very limited acquisition range. 
In overview, the high sensitivity implied by interferometry was frequently undermined by 
encoding alignment in the amplitude of the interferometric signals, which made them 
susceptible to noise and perturbations, analogous to reception corruption in AM radio. 
2.1 Optical Alignment 
For at least the first two decades of the semiconductor industry, optical alignment 
was used exclusively. The principles of optical resolution were well established by the 
late 1890's. Optical resolution is characterized by the minimum resolvable period in a 
grating8, pmin 
where h is the wavelength of illumination and NA is the numerical aperture. NA is 
defined as 
NA = n sin 0 (2-2) 
where n is the index of refraction of the medium between the microscope objective and 
the imaged object and 0 is the maximum half-angle over which light can be collected by 
' We consider any feature on a sample to be a Fourier composition of periodic components. Resolution is 
characterized by the highest spatial frequencies in the Fourier series. 
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the objective lens. For visible light, in the range between 400 and 700 nrn, a high-quality 
optical microscope with an NA of 0.95 has minimum resolution limyn = 200 nm9. 
! .  ' 1 .  
3 J 
NA = 0.5 NA = 0.95 
p, = 210 nl 
r (b)i 
Fig. 2.1. La@ ger,1n#rie~ for ?two values of NA. The working distance of d e  lens decreases with 
increasilg E&L t o : c a e  the ) e m  difiacted at -larger angles. Ac to the AbM theory of 
imaging, at igast two orders must be captured to reproduce the fundamental grating period in the 
image plane of the microscope. 
'lo moimiU .idtun inmaail. v ) - a u Z  hajl (d) . zihun tnunniila xr-A bns r?oi 1 ( b  1 C qi7 
.my I Y l T A W I  !!1u-~iq !I r.rw hclrr >rtr 
2.1.1 Suss MicroTec 
In industrial applications, a common optical aligner is the one manufactured by 
Suss MicroTcc [2.3], which uses thee high-NA (NA = 0.55), normal-incidence optical 
micromps with white-light illumination. The high NA of the microscopes implied a 
short depth of focus (*I p), which could be problematic, since the mask-substrate gap 
was typically 50 psn. The mask and substrate had to be brought into foclrr separately, 
precluding simultaneous alignment measurement, and allowing driq latency, and optical 
axis deviations to contribute to alignment errors. 
The Suss microscopes detected alignment from marks that were an evolutionary 
~lrrn b k '  n In h 9 u a-te 
step beyokxu -le l..;to. .,.y-common crc,-,,-&x marl.". in 1.3 cross and .,-x mar~s  
Resolution will be improved by increasing the index of refraction, n, in the optical path between the 
objective and the sample. For instance, oil immersion (n = 1.4) reduces mn to -140 nm. mi 'Ir) 
zman?hW TI 
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(Fig. 2.2(a)), the mask contained a cross, which was centered in X and Y between a set of 
four boxes in each of the four surrounding quadrants. The Suss alignment marks (Fig. 
2.2(b)) consisted of orthogonal lines on the mask, with corresponding marks interspersed 
on the substrate. 
Fig. 2.2. (a) Cross and box alignment marks. (b) Karl Suss-type alignment marks. Dimensions of 
the mark were typically 200x200 pm. 
CCD images of the mask and substrate alignment marks were acquired at two 
different focal positions and analyzed by a computer to determine alignment. In each 
image, the two-dimensional infomation was decomposed into one-dimensional signals 
by summing pixel values along rows or columns, producing a one-dimensional signal for 
X and another for Y. The one-dimensional signals contained sharp peaks corresponding 
to lines of the patterns. The relative position of the mask and substrate marks was 
determined with a peak-detection algorithm. Due to sub-pixel peak estimation and 
averaging over several peaks, alignment sensitivity exceeded the resolution of the 
microscope. Optical resolution of the Suss microscopes was -360 nm, but published 
Suss alignment sensitivity was -50 nm [2.4]. However, when common coatings such as 
resist were applied to the substrate, the demonstrated overlay was reduced considerably. 
Tests with five different types of materials (resist, polysilicon, and various metals) 
covering the substrate resulted in overlay errors with mean+30 = 160 nm. Actual overlay 
of device features in mix-and-match optical and x-ray exposures of a MOS device 
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displayed overlay error of 300 nm [2.5]. During lithographic exposure the microscopes 
had to be removed from their observation position above the mask, allowing 
unobservable stage drift to wntribute to alignment errors.1 2 2 x 4  'lo ct,n,i. 111.  'I{, ,4~i, :I;' t 
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Another optical technique, called the Scattered Light Aligner (SLA) [2.6,2.7,2.8, 
2.91, was developed by Miyatake and Hirose at Sumitomp Heavy Industries. The 
i 
motivation was to move the microscope objectives out of the way of an exposing beam 
and detect alignment during exposure. In the SLA scheme a microscope observed the 
minute fraction of light scattered at an oblique angle from the microscope-facing edges of 
rectangular marks on the mask and substrate. A schematic of the SLA scheme is shown 
in Fig. 2.3. 
Fig. 2.3. Schematic of the Scattered Light Aligner. The alignment signal consisted of light 
scattered fiom arrays of boxes on the mask and substrate. The lower half of the glass filter had a 
neutral-density filter, which reduced the amount of light retunring ?= & g r n ~ k  scatt,eri_ngsj, and 
equalized the intensity of light imaged fiom the m s k  a d  sub-. 
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Broadband light from a 100 W, super-high-pressure mercury arc lamp was 
delivered to an optical microscope via a multimode fiber-optic bundle, and scattered from 
the facets of an array of boxes facing the microscope. One set of boxes was on the mask 
and a surrounding pair of box arrays was on the substrate. A 20x microscope collected 
the scattered light at an angle of 30" from the mask normal, where it was detected by a 
CCD camera. A resulting image is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
Fig. 2.4. Image from the SLA aligner. White light scattered from boxes on the substrate 
produced the upper arrays of bright dots, and scattered light from similar boxes on the mask 
produced the lower array. Misalignment was indicated by the position of the mask dot array 
between the substrate arrays. 
A template-matching algorithm searched for the patterns, and determined 
misalignment. Alignment detectivity was -10 nm, but processing layers on the substrate 
degraded signal fidelity. The signal was especially susceptible to surface roughness of 
metals covering the substrate: under ideal circumstances the alignment detectivity was 
mean+3o of 10.4, 1 1.2, 1 1 .O, 38.4 nm when the substrate was covered by layers of 
nitride, oxide, polysilicon and aluminum, respectively. Since the light returned to the 
microscope in the SLA scheme depended on infinitesimally narrow strips of the marks 
perpendicular to the incident illumination, it was very sensitive to processing and line 
edge roughness. Any process step that affected the line edge roughness, or changed the 
line-edge curvature, or slope, had the potential to affect the alignment measurement. 
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2.2 Alignment via Linear Zone-Plate 
2.2.1 Fay, Trotel, and Frichet 
In the Fay, Trotel, and Frichet scheme [2.10], a linear zone plate focused HeNe 
laser light onto a substrate, creating a narrow swath of light parallel to a grating on the 
substrate (Fig. 2.5). 
Fig. 2.5. Alignment scheme by Fay, et al. using a linear zone plate on a mask and a narrow, 
orthogonal diffraction grating on a substrate. A normal-incidence laser beam illuminated the 
marks while the zone plate was scanned over the substrate grating. Alignment was signified by a 
voltage peak detected at a photodiode. The intensity of the diffracted beam was sensitive to gap 
due to the small focal depth of the zone plate. 
When the mask zone plate was scanned over the substrate grating, a portion of the 
focused beam diffracted in a plane orthogonal to the k-vectors of the zone plate10. The 
lo Alternatively, the angle of the incident beam could be rotated through small angles in the plane 
containing the normal and the k-vectors of the linear zone plate. The range of motion of the laser spot on 
the zone plate was k1 p.m. Scanning the mask yielded a sharper convolution peak, but scanning the 
incident angle was faster. The mean scan angle could be slightly oblique to the mask normal without 
aversely affecting the focusing property of the zone plate, thereby moving the optics out of the exposing 
beampath. 
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intensity of the diffracted beam, as measured with a photodetector, reached a peak when 
the center of the zone plate was aligned over the center of the substrate grating. The 
shape of the intensity signal as a fbnction of distance was a convolution of the grating 
width and the focal spot width. Although theoretical sensitivity was -0.5 nrn, the best 
experimentally determined alignment sensitivity was -50 nrn. 
The intensity of the detected beam was sensitive not only to alignment, but also to 
gap, with the intensity maximum occurring at a gap equal to the focal depth of the zone 
plate. Gap could be detected to -1 pm by moving the mask through the focal plane of the 
zone plate. 
Some of the primary disadvantages of this scheme were the coupling of alignment 
and gap in a single intensity, the time necessary to perform a scan, and the relatively poor 
alignment sensitivity achieved in practice. The need to scan meant that an intensity 
measurement acquired in a single moment was not indicative of alignment. Any scheme 
that requires scanning the mask to detect alignment (or gap) places demands on the stages 
to accurately move back to a calculated position, and over time the stage position will 
have a tendency to drift relative to the alignment position. This scheme was also lacking 
in generality since it required working at a single, predetermined gap to avoid diminution 
of intensity at gaps not corresponding to the focal depth of the zone plate. 
2.2.2 Chen and Cerrina 
To avoid difficulties in the Fay et al. scheme resulting from scanning the mask or 
the angle of the incident illumination, Chen and Cerrina devised an alignment method 
called a "two-state aligner" or TSA [2.11]. As in the Fay et al. scheme, light incident on 
a linear zone plate on the mask was focused on periodic features on the substrate. An 
electro-optic modulator switched the focused beam between two sides of the mark, and a 
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photodiode detected the intensity of light diffracted from the two sides of the mark. 
Alignment was indicated by the relative intensity of the diffracted light returning from 
each of the two positions, thereby indicating the relative position of the dots with respect 
to the mask zone plate. The depth of focus of the zone plate was *2 pm. The detectivity 
of the system was estimated to be 2 nm, but it was found to be susceptible to errors from 
a layer of polysilicon covering the substrate marks. The substrate coatings distorted the 
measurements with a 3 0  = 60 nm [2.12]. In experiments, the overlay of device features 
was 3 0  = 180 nm [2.13]. The scheme also suffered from a small range: alignment could 
be detected over a range of only k200 nm (along the X direction). 
W Z P  
ad tins 
Fig. 2.6. Schematic of the two-state aligner. 
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2.2.3 Zhou and Feldman 
To avoid the need to electro-optically alternate positions of the incident beam on 
the zone plate, Zhou and Feldman used signal differences between a pair of gratings on 
the substrate [2.14]. In one configuration they used two slightly different periods, and in 
another configuration they used the same grating period with a relative n-phase shift, as 
shown in Fig. 2.7. The gratings were illuminated with a 1 pm-wide stripe of light from a 
zone plate on the mask. The angle of illumination was scanned over a small angle with a 
rotating mirror to obtain a time dependent signal. The scanned light swept over the zone 
plate along the zone plate's k-vector direction, causing the focused beam to sweep over 
the substrate gratings, perpendicular to the interface between the two gratings. The first 
order diffractions from each of the gratings were detected by a split photodiode. The 
difference in voltages from each half of the photodiode indicated alignment. In the case 
of the n-phase-shifted gratings, alignment was indicated by an intensity minimum during 
the laser scan. In the case of the dual grating periods, alignment was found from the 
point where the intensity plots of both halves of the split photodiode had a maximum 
slope. 
1.0 pm 3.0 pm 3.0 pm 
-1 I- +I I- --I I- 
Fig. 2.7. Gratings used by Zhou and Feldman. A linear zone plate focused light into a 1.0 mm 
wide stripe (a). Light was difkacted at slightly different angles by two gratings of period 3.8 and 
4.0 mm (b) or by two gratings of the same 2.0 mm period with a p-phase shifi between the 
gratings(c). The width of each grating pair was 3.0 mm, which determined the capture range. 
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Fig. 2.8. Apparatus of Zhou and Feldman. The linear zone plate was illuminated by a HeNe 
laser. A galvanometer mirror scanned the incident beam through a range of angles at near-normal 
incidence. Light diffracted by gratings on the substrate was imaged onto a split photodiode. The 
difference signal in the split photodiode indicated alignment. Instability in the emission direction 
of the laser amounted to 10 prad, and necessitated detection of the incident beam direction with 
an auxiliary photodetector. 
The sign of the slope of the intensity plot in either variant of this scheme indicated 
the direction necessary to move toward the aligned position, but it did not encode the 
degree of misalignment, i. e., the displacement required to achieve alignment. Instead, the 
substrate must be scanned to find the aligned position, and then moved to the stage 
position correlated with the alignment condition. In other words, it is a non-metrological 
system, since it finds a point of symmetry, but does not measure displacement. In many 
situations, a best-fit alignment position requires deliberate misalignment at several 
alignment marks in order to achieve an optimal fit between the mask and substrate. 
Measurement sensitivity was exceptional; without resist or other process coatings 
30 = 1.8 nm for the dual-period gratings, and 30 = 0.7 nm for the n-phase-shifted 
gratings. However, overlay of exposed features was not reported, and the beam steering 
mirror (Fig. 2.8) for the incident laser illumination blocked the exposing beam, 
precluding feedback control throughout exposure. 
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Interferometric Intensity Alignment 
2.3.1 Flanders, Smith, and Austin! 
Flanders, Smith and Austin pioneered interference of diffracted beams for mask- 
substrate alignment [2.15]. In t h i ~  c h e  e, alignment was indicated by the relative 
'P 
intensity of symmetric, diffracted beams. - 'SuPeposed gratings on a mask (mask period 
I B Y i  . ---a 
-- - p, = 1 pm) and substratem-@Kate penod p, =T b) were illuminated at normal 
incidence with a HeNe laser, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. h:t tmr: ut,rl\ i f ,  r r r~osmA R t -41 i 
Itmroa.lam to r~lxm-t~l3qm a rIql.1 ndj mfid rn&ni wli ~ E L L P E ) '  11 rnim ~gr-wnl~nr vlaq A 1-1 
Fig. 2.9. Alignment scheme of Flanders, Smith, d Austin. Similat backdi~cxen oraers (e.g., 
+1 fiom the mask and +1 fkom the substrate) interfere. The interferometric intensity was 
measured by photodetectors. Alignment was indicated by the voltage difference between two 
photodetectors measuring symmetric (+1 and - -- 1) - d i h c k d  order groups. ~ ~ ~ , d 1 ~ ~ < ,  qn b, 1 .mlf, 
1- - -- - -a7- - - - 
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Each grating produced backdiffracted orders which interfered along common 
paths above the mask plane. The phase difference A$, between corresponding orders 
was given by 
where m was the diffracted order, p was the grating period, and Ax was the displacement. 
The intensity of the interference within each set of similar orders was transduced 
to a voltage using a photodetector above the mask. The arrangement was symmetric for 
+1 and -1 orders, and the difference between the intensities of +1 and -1 order groups 
indicated alignment. A zero voltage difference between the photodetectors would ideally 
indicate the aligned position. However, the intensity at the photodetectors was affected 
by factors such as blazing of the substrate mark during a sequence of process steps [2.16] 
and variation in the response of individual photodetectors. Such error sources made it 
difficult to obtain a linear relation between detected voltage and misalignment, and could 
bias the point of zero voltage difference. In practice, 20 nm overlay was achieved1'. 
The intensity was also dependent on gap, and tilt of the mask. Coupling between 
gap and alignment complicated measurements, and necessitated fine leveling prior to 
alignment. The mask was leveled within 1 pm by observing interference fringes in the 
vicinity of the photodetectors due to an angle between like-order beams diffracted from 
the mask and substrate. Rotation between the mask and substrate was determined from a 
similar interference effect. The alignment signal dropped to zero at zero gap, and at 
periodic finite gaps where the phase difference between beams within a diffracted group 
went to zero. Measurement range was determined by the period of the gratings, where 
identical intensity was found upon every displacement by &1/4 the grating period. Coarse 
alignment required an auxiliary method. 
11 In a later version, used to achieve this result, the multiple photodiodes were replaced with a single 
photodiode and a set of mirrors, with a chopper to time-multiplex the various interferometric signals on the 
single photodiode. 
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2.3.2 Nelson, Kreuzer, and Gallatin 
Silicon Valley Group Lithography (SVGL) developed a through-the-mask (TTM) 
alignment scheme [2.17] based on alignment amplitude measurements made during a 
scan of the substrate stage under the mask. In the TTM scheme, a laser beam containing 
several wavelengtns between 780 and 870 nm was incident at a 6' angle on a set of marks 
on the mask and substrate, consisting of a linear grating and a checkerboard, respectively 
(Fig. 2.10). The interference of a set of four beams, diffracted back at 18O, was detected 
by a photodiode. The intensity on the photodiode oscillated sinusoidally within an 
envelope determined by the overlap between the mask and substrate marks during the 
scan. The aligned position was interpreted to be the maximum intensity of the envelope. 
, water *-scan 
Fig. 2.10. Mark diffraction paths from TTM design. 
During a scan of the substrate, the maximum intensity was correlated with the 
position of the substrate stage. After the scan, the stage moved back to the calculated 
aligned position, based on position measurements from the stage interferometer. 
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Alignment accuracy with TTM was found to be 3 0  = 40 nm. An 8 nm component of the 
error was attributed to resist-induced variations. 
An advantage of the TTM scheme was that it could detect alignment without 
blocking the exposure path, but a major problem was that alignment could not be 
detected without scanning the mask or substrate, i.e., a movement was required to detect 
a position. Movement after measurement placed additional burdens on the stages - any 
stage error in the move-back position appeared as an overlay error. Since the stage had to 
be scanned to detect alignment, there was no way to verify alignment after the movement 
to the calculated position, short of scanning the stage again, which would merely reiterate 
the uncertainties in stage position. Even if the stage error was initially zero, thermal 
expansion and drift within the mask and substrate stages would not necessarily be 
detected with adequate resolution by the laser interferometer at the edge of the stage, and 
could cause deviations from the desired mask-substrate position. 
Other aspects of this scheme were that X and Y measurement required separate 
scans of the substrate, and gap was not detectable. 
2.4 Heterodyne Alignment 
2.4.1 Suzuki and Une 
Suzuki and Une at NTT LSI Laboratories developed an aligner based on 
heterodyne of two laser signals [2.18]. The heterodyne produced a phase signal from 
interference of two laser frequencies, which was detected with a photodetector. Two 
orthogonally polarized beams of frequencies fi and fi were incident on a constant-period 
grating. The beams were incident at two different oblique angles to the grating, arranged 
so that the +1 and -1 diffracted beams were diffracted at the same angle (parallel to the 
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surface normal), and interfered, as illustrate schematically in Fig. 2.1 1. Noise-limited 
sensitivity of the alignment signal was -16 nm. 
Fig. 2.1 1. Alignment scheme of Suzuki and Une. Alignment was detected from the beat signal 
between two diffracted first order beams from incident laser beams of fiequencies fi and fi. To 
detect alignment a second grating of the same period on the substrate was illuminated through a 
window in the mask. Two beat signals were detected along the Z axis with two photodetectors. 
Fig. 2.12. Alignment apparatus of Suzuki and Une. The mask had a grating of 4 rnm period. 
Marks were 200 mm long. The laser source was a frequency-stabilized HeNe with Zeeman line 
splitting. Mirrors M2 and M3 directed the fx and f2 beams onto the mask and substrate marks. 
The beat fiequencies of the recombined beams were reflected by mirror and detected by two 
photodetectors PDI and PD2. The mask and substrate gratings were separated sufficiently to 
isolate one heterodyne signal fiom the mask and substrate onto each photodetector. Gap was 
detected with interference of asymmetric higher-order difftacted beams, along paths fiom mirrors 
M7 and Ms. 
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One difficulty in this scheme was that process coatings affected only one of the 
two heterodyne signals, thereby causing alignment deviations. The best overlay accuracy 
obtained under manufacturing conditions was 30 = 130 nrn. 
In this alignment scheme, an auxiliary scheme, such as an optical pre-aligner, was 
needed to overcome the phase ambiguity that occurred with every intensity cycle. The 
problem of phase ambiguity was compounded in gap signals, which were mixed with an 
alignment-dependent phase. 
2.4.2 Itoh and Kanayama 
In the alignment scheme proposed by Itoh, et al. [2.19], two gratings were on the 
mask, each having the same period p = 1.0 pm. 
Fig. 2.13. Apparatus of Itoh and Kanayama. 
A single grating was on the substrate, having period 1 . 5 ~ ~  = 1.5 pm. The gratings 
were illuminated at normal incidence with a two-frequency HeNe laser, producing four 
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interference beams, detected by four photodiodes, each with a beat frequency of Ifi-f21. 
The alignment signal was detected by the relative intensity of the innermost sensors, ISI 
and IS2, and was claimed to be "minimally affected" by variations in gap. Mask tilt was 
critical to achieving accurate alignment. Tilt was detected by sensors IS3 and Is4, and 
corrected prior to alignment. Alignment was detected within 20 nm. 
2.4.3 Tabata and Tojo 
Tabata and Tojo [2.20] described an alignment system based on diffraction of 
light from a checkerboard on the substrate and a linear grating on the mask, illuminated 
by a HeNe laser, as shown in Fig. 2.14. 
Fig. 2.14. Alignment scheme of Tabata and Tojo. A laser beam diffi-acted fkom a checkerboard 
on the substrate, and the interference of these first-order diffkactions with a linear grating on the 
mask produced a spatial heterodyne signal. The zero-order diffi-action fiom the mask grating was 
detected by a photodetector. 
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Laser light was incident directly on the checkerboard, through a clear window in 
the mask surface. Two 1'' order diffracted beams from the checkerboard passed through 
a lens, and a linear grating on a mask modulated the interference of two such diffracted 
beams, producing a spatial heterodyne signal12. A photodetector picked up a portion of 
the interfering light, resulting in an intensity signal that varied sinusoidally as a function 
of the mask displacement along the k-vector of the mask grating. 
The range of measurements was restricted to a &1/4 of the grating period, and the 
minimum detectivity was 
where 9 was the minimum detectable phase difference and p was the grating period. 
Position estimation was limited by noise in the phase detection. 
Since the intensity of the alignment signal was periodic with displacement, a 
quadrature scheme was used to determine the direction of displacement. In this case a 
second checkerboard and grating were used adjacent to the first grating, the difference 
being the second grating was shifted by a quarter period with respect to the first, 
providing two sinusoidal signals in quadrature. The incident beam was switched between 
marks using an acousto-optic deflector. 
Optical signal reduction caused by processing layers was a problem, but an auto- 
gain circuit was used to compensate. With the auto-gain circuit, the errors in alignment 
caused by processing layers were reduced to A40  nm. In practice, overlay of 150 nm was 
achieved. 
12 The spatial heterodyne could also be considered a moire - however, in this scheme, the photodetector 
samples the intensity at only a single point, unlike image-based moire schemes. 
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2.4.4 Hara and Uchida 
Using a spatial heterodyne, two gratings of period p, and p2 were illuminated at 
normal incidence with a HeNe laser [2.21]. A reflected component was detected by a 
photodetector. 
Fig. 2.1 5. Experimental setup (a) and grating patterns (b) used by Hara and Uchida. Gratings 
with 25 pm period were on the mask and substrate. A 180" phase shift was introduced between 
two parts of the substrate grating. The intensity of a signal was detected during a scan of the 
substrate. 
Reflection from the substrate caused undesirable interference effects. In addition, 
the mask and substrate formed a Fabry-Perot cavity so the signal intensity depended 
strongly on the gap. To avoid inter-reflections, the mask was tilted by 0. lo with respect 
to the substrate plane. 
A constant-period grating was on the mask and a different grating period was 
used on the substrate mark. The substrate grating was divided into two parts, with a IF 
phase shift between each part. The result was an intensity signal detected by two 
photodiodes, one above each substrate grating. The difference in the intensities indicated 
the sum of two x-phase-shifted intensity oscillations. The aligned condition was at the 
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region of highest slope in the superposition of the two oscillations (Fig. 2.15(c)), which 
corresponded to the zero voltage difference between the two photodetectors. The 
maximum sensitivity was 5 nm in the immediate vicinity of the aligned position and 
decreased to a minimum misalignment at &1/4 the grating period. Reproducibility of the 
alignment signal was limited to 32 nrn. Overlay was determined to be 3 0  = 120 nm. 
2.5 Interferomtri Moire' Alignment 
Moire aligners retain the advantages of two-dimensional imaging of optical 
aligners in Section 2.1 (i.e., X, Y, and 0 measured at the same time), do not require 
scanning (a requirement of the zone-plate schemes in Section 2.2), and can match or 
exceed the sensitivity demonstrated by the interferometric and heterodyne aligners in 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
2.5.1 The Moire' Phenomenon 
The ethereal stripes of the moire phenomenon may be mundane, yet never fail to 
attract and fascinate, due to their restless complexity of shape and extraordinarily rapid 
motion. Some form of moire fringes are visible almost anywhere, whether in overlapping 
folds of a handkerchief or a shower curtain, in a screen door, between guardrails on a 
bridge, in striped clothing on television, or in digital photographs of television screens 
(Fig. 2.16(a)). In these cases the moire pattems are accidental and convey no useful 
information. Other moire pattems are created intentionally, but are generally used for 
their aesthetic attributes, such as in art (Fig. 2.16(b)), novelty items (a pair of perforated 
cards moved past each other to create an illusion of motion, e.g., a butterfly flapping its 
wings), or clothing. The term moire originated with "watered" silk, known for its 
shimmering, wavy fringe patterns, which respond to the wearer's movements. 
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Fig. 2.16. Examples of moire: (a) Sampling moire, such as obtained by taking a digital 
photograph of a TV screen. (b) Moin5 formed by overlapping S-curves. p * ~ ~ r l  .J I I . 
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existence, it was not until the lste nineteenth cenfury that Lord Raleigh 
found a scientific application for moir6. Raleigh's pursuit of spectral analysis of light led 
him to an interest in ruling diffraction gratings. At the time, the grooves of diffraction 
gratings were inscribed in a substrate with a sharp tip, under the control of a mechanical 
ruling engine. However, imperfections in the gratings were the inevitable result of 
nonlinearities in .- drive - mechanisms ,--- and - .stage -.- motion, - causing - -  .- -- deviations - - .  from parallelism 
1 - 
and deviations in spacing between grating lines. Periodic errors in the grating period, tied 
to the leadscrew rotation period, were most common. Such imperfections resulted in 
spurious diffkacted orders that corrupted spectxoscopic measurements ' 3. Searching for a 
gratings p luced a set of low-fiequc einges that varied in accordance with the 
- .!Zw - ,' 
relative quality of the gratings [2.22], [2.2w3]1 Raleigh noted that if the two gratings were 
of the same period, the fringes would be visible only if one grating was rotated; 
alternatively, existence of the fringes when the gratings were not rotated indicated 
13 Random errors caused broadening of spectral lines, but of more concern were periodic errors that 
resulted in additional, spurious spectral lines known as Rowland's ghosts. 
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Despite Raleigh's recognition of the usefulness of moire patterns, wider scientific 
and engineering uses were not developed for many years. The concept of measuring 
displacement with moire patterns was not proposed until 1887 (Righi), and the first 
application was delayed until 1927 (Giambiasi). Despite the sensitivity of moire, very 
little use was made of moire in displacement measurement until the 1950's when Guild 
[2.24, 2.251 applied moire to machine control and devised optical encoders based on 
moire to measure linear translation of stages. The principle of moire encoding has 
widespread use in contemporary linear encoders, although grating quality presently limits 
their accuracy to a few tens of nanometers14. 
Moire patterns are of significance to this dissertation because they are highly 
sensitive indicators of the relative position of underlying structures. In addition, by virtue 
of their two-dimensional nature, moire fringes convey far more information than can be 
detected by the intensity at a single point. For instance, multi-axis position information 
can be encoded in moire fringes, and recovered, unlike the Fay et al. scheme, which 
combined both alignment and gap into a single intensity measurement. 
2.5.2 King and Berry 
The first use of moire for mask-substrate alignment was by King and Berry 
[2.28]. In the King and Berry apparatus, moire fringes were produced between circular 
gratings with periods of 4.0 and 3.8 pm, with a fringe period of 76.0 pm, including about 
8 fringes in the 600 pm mark radius. The moire fringes were observed with a 20x 
normal-incidence, bright-field, white-light microscope, with a 1 Ox eyepiece. The gap 
between the mask and substrate was -25 pin. Given that one fringe period was 76 pm, 
14 A recent advance in "ruling engines", the novel Scanning Beam Interference Lithography (SBIL), or 
"NanoRuler", writes a grating with an interferometric "brush", achieving high-speed writing and nanometer 
placement accuracy over a 300 mm diameter substrate [2.26, 2.271. One application of gratings produced 
by the NanoRuler is to highly accurate linear encoders. 
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one would expect alignment accuracy by eye to be limited to about 1/20 of a fiinge cycle, 
or about 4prn/20 = 200 nm. This is consistent with requirements stated by King and 
Berry for alignment of 1 ym pattern features, and matches their demonstrated alignment 
of 200 nm. A schematic of circular moire fringes is shown in Fig. 2.17. 
According to King and Berry the alignment of the marks is quantified in the 
following way: "For each cusp-like curve that passes through the common point, the 
mask and substrate are misaligned by one-half the pitch of the gratings. For example, if 
there are eight curves passing through the point, the pitch of the gratings is 4 microns, so 
alignment is off by 16 microns. To achieve alignment, we move the [substrate] along the 
axis of symmetry of the moire pattern." 
According to studies by the U.S. Air Force, the human eye is most sensitive to 
misalignment in circular patterns; hence circular moire patterns are ideal from the 
perspective of a human operator. However, any industrial moire alignment system 
requires automation using machine vision systems. Circular moire patterns are not well 
matched to the rectilinear arrays of CCD cameras nor to e-beam grids used for patterning 
the alignment marks. Algorithms for analyzing circular fringes are also unnecessarily 
complicated, compared to those used to analyze linear fringes. 
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Fig. 2.17. Schematic of circular moire patterns illustrating the method used by King and Berry, 
as well as Goodberlet. (a) Displacement in X by 3 grating periods, (b) Displacement in X by 1 
grating period, (c) Displacement in X by 0.5 grating period, (d) Zero displacement. The period of 
one grating is 10% larger than that of the other grating. Circular moir6 fi.inges effectively 
indicate the direction of offset (along the vector that symmetrically bisects the fringe pattern), as 
well as the magnitude of displacement. Displacement is proportional to the number of fringes 
that intersect the vector between the centers of each grating. 
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2.5.3 Goodberlet 
More recently, Goodberlet [2.29] used circular gratings similar to the King and 
Berry method with constant radial periods, pl on the mask and pz on the substrate. The 
difference in the Goodberlet method was that the periods were designed to produce only 
one fringe between the inner and outer edges of the marks, instead of about 8 fringes as in 
the King and Berry method. A human operator performed alignment. Detectivity was 
estimated to be -15 nm, but experimentally determined overlay was 3 0  = 177 nm, due 
mainly to mask deformation in contact. 
2.5.4 Lyszczarz and Flanders 
A moire cross was used by Lyszczarz et al. [2.30] as a coarse alignment method 
in conjunction with the interferometric alignment scheme of Section 2.3.1. The moire 
was produced by interference of monochromatic light from identical, orthogonal linear 
zone plates on both the mask and substrate, Fig. 2.1 8. Alignment sensitivity was <250 
Fig. 2.18. Schematic of a moirk cross produced by a linear zone plate arrangement. Linear zone 
plates were identical on mask and substrate. The illustration shows alignment in the Y direction 
and misalignment in the X direction. 
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2.5.5 Moel, Moon, and Smith 
Moel et al. used rectilinear moire fringes compared to fiducial marks to facilitate 
automated analysis and e-beam generation of the moire alignment marks [2.3 11. In this 
scheme, called "On-Axis Interferometric" alignment, or OAI, a grating of period pl on a 
mask was superposed upon a grating of similar period p2 on a substrate. A CCD camera 
with a 20x Leitz brightfield objective imaged interference fringes under white-light 
illumination, spatially collimated with a small-diameter (100 ym) pinhole in the back 
focal plane of the microscope. 
Fig. 2.19. Schematic of OAI alignment apparatus. 
To determine alignment, the spatial phase difference was found between a set of 
moire fringes, resulting from overlay of pl and p2 gratings, and a coarse fiducial mark 
etched into the substrate, which was designed to have the same spatial period as the 
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fringes15, as shown in Fig. 2.20. Additional sensitivity was obtained by analyzing the 
moir6 fiinges in the frequency domain. Alignment detectivity was < 10 nm. 
Fig. 2.20. Illustration of alignment marks used in the OAI alignment scheme. The substrate 
contains a set of fiducial marks and a grating. The mask contains only a grating. Displacements 
along the k-vector of the gratings are indicated in the sequence (a) - (d), corresponding to a shift 
of one period of the mask grating. Alignment was signified by the relative position of the set of 
moire fiinges, compared to a set of fiducial marks on the substrate. (a) Mask grating displaced by 
one grating period in +Y direction. (b) Displacement of half a grating period. (c) Displacement 
of a quarter grating period. (d) Aligned position. Note that displacement by one period realigns 
the moirk fiinges to the fiducial marks. This ambiguity was resolved with conventional cross and 
box marks. Process layers, such as resist, affected the fiducial marks differently than the moire 
fringes, inducing alignment errors under common  condition^.^,, ma 
Although OAI demonstrated 3 0  = 18 nm alignment in exposed features, it 
suffered from several disadvantages: 1 ,  ..I.~I r l q l  .idI ti,r,: ( 1  I , a J ~ ~ n n d : ~ l ~ ,  I l J t J i l  
l5 The idea of using spatial frequency analysis in the analysis of optical systems was fmt attributed to Lohmann in 1957. " ' , ' . . . . . , . . a . - .. . - . , . . . . . . . - . . . - 7 . .  , v .  .. . -... - 
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". !A 
- The OAI microscope was normal to the mask, precluding the possibility of 
observing alignment at the critical mask-substrate position during exposure. 
- In OAI, as in most practical systems, when alignment is not measured during 
exposure, alignment will drift before the exposure starts, causing unintended 
misalignment in the exposed features. 
- Fringe contrast was very low due to specular reflections from the mask and 
substrate. In an attempt to compensate, gain was maximized in the camera, but 
such high gain increased electronic noise. 
- Light from adjacent marks returned to the microscope and degraded the quality of 
the moire fringes. 
- The high-NA of the microscope resolved the grating lines, further degrading the 
moirk fringe visibility. 
- The OAI microscope had a small depth of focus. 
- The short working distance of the OAI microscope endangered the mask. A slight 
mis-focusing of the microscope would crash the objective lens into the mask, and 
destroy or damage the mask. 
- Fringe contrast in the OAI scheme varied periodically with gap. Since the fringes 
were very faint to begin with, in order to have enough contrast to discern 
alignment, in practice it was found that alignment had to be performed at one of a 
discrete number of gaps. This restriction was undesirable, and reduced the 
generality of the scheme. 
- The fiducial grating on the substrate was subject to alignment distortions caused 
by overlayers. The overlayers, such as photoresist or aluminum, had distinctly 
different effects on the fiducial pattern and the moir6 fringes, resulting in 
misleading alignment measurements under most conditions encountered in 
lithography. 
- In-plane rotation was measured by multiple iterations of the same microscope 
between two widely separated points on the mask, which is impractical in any 
commercial system. 
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- OAI detected X and Y alignment in the field of view of the microscope, but a 
general-purpose alignment scheme also needs to detect in-plane rotation, O,, and 
gap, 2, between the mask and substrate, as well as the out-of-plane rotations, 0, 
and 0,. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter provided an overview of alignment schemes that progress beyond the 
simple box-and-cross optical scheme used since the beginnings of the semiconductor 
industry, and date back to the invention of the microscope. Interferometric techniques 
were applied with some success to this problem, but it proved to be a significant 
challenge to retain highly robust detectivity in the presence of a multitude of disturbances 
encountered on the substrate surface during a series of lithographic steps. Moir6 schemes 
showed the most promise in this regard, but were limited by low fringe contrast and poor 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
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3 Interferometric-Spatial-Phase Imaging (ISPI) 
This chapter introduces a novel alignment method called Interferometric Spatial 
Phase Imaging (ISPI). The central purpose of this method is to align a mask and 
substrate with sub-nanometer detectivity, yet in such a manner that the alignment 
information is unaffected by extraneous influences, such as the index of refraction of the 
medium in the beampath and process coatings covering the substrate alignment marks. 
To meet these goals ISPI encodes position in the spatial phase disparity between a 
matched pair of interferometric moire patterns, viewed with low-NA, oblique-incidence, 
diffractive dark-field microscopes. Oblique-angle viewing eliminates the zero-order 
contribution to image formation, thereby providing high-contrast moire fringes, and 
doubling sensitivity. In addition, oblique-angle viewing allows alignment to be measured 
and corrected at any time, before, and throughout the lithographic exposure. This chapter 
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will describe the specialized alignment marks, microscopes, illumination, fringe contrast, 
noise rejection, dynamic range, sensitivity, and feedback stabilization inherent to ISPI. 
3.1 Fundamentals of ISPI 
The ISPI method includes a) obliquely illuminating grating and checkerboard- 
type marks on a mask and substrate with collimated broad-band light, b) encoding 
relative mask-substrate position in fringes resulting fiom interference of multiple 
diffractions of the incident beam fiom the marks, c) acquiring images of the interference 
fringes with low-NA microscopes at a similar oblique angle, and d) decoding the position 
information fiom the relative phase of the fringes, using a spatial phase analysis 
algorithm. A schematic of a typical arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, and images 
from an ISPI microscope are shown in Fig. 3.2. 
t I t I ' . '  . I (  - , ,  8 b 3 ,  . 
Checkerboards 
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Fig. 3.1. Microscopes observe interference fringes produced by multiple diffractions ftom 
grating and checkerboard-type marks on two planar surfaces. 
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Fig. 3.2. ISPI alignment information is contained in the spatial-phase discontinuity of a pair of 
interference patterns. Images (a)-(e) illustrate spatial-phase disparities corresponding to steps of 
50 nm. 
3.2 Interferometric Muirk at an Oblique Angle 
3.2.1 The Littrow Angle 
In a conventional brightfield microscope, much of the light that returns to form 
the image comes from specular reflections, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). In a conventional 
darkfield objective, illumination is at oblique angles, and with axial symmetry, as 
indicated in Fig. 3.3(b). The zero-order beams reflect to the opposite side, beyond the 
objective lens. Light returning to the microscope is due only to diffraction and scattering 
from the substrate. A conventional darkfield microscope is not suitable for ISPI since it 
would block the exposing radiation, and the 360' illumination would be inefficiently 
utilized by the rectilinear diffraction gratings. 
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Fig. 3.3. (a) Schematic of a conventional brightfield microscope. Illumination is at normal 
incidence. First-order difhcted beams are collected by the objective lens. (b) Schematic of a 
darkfield microscope. Illumination is axially symmetric and at oblique incidence. First-order 
difljracted beams return to the objective lens. Zero-orders reflect to the sides, and escape capture 
by the lens. The darkfield microscope is suitable for viewing samples with arbitrary feature 
geometries. ISPI uses a specific feature geometry that allows specialized illumination and 
viewing angles. 
.. d- - 
We resolve the by. rppM~-@ the c m t i a n d  atid sy of the 
illumination and imaging paths with symmetry perpendicular to the incident plane, 
effected with a periodic structure, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. ,\gn k wo?\rU SAT 1 2 .k. 
Fig. 3.4. Diffraction fiom a grating of period p at various angles of incidence. As the angle of 
incidence increases away fiom the normal, the angle of one first order difhction decreases 
towards the normal. At a particular angle (called the Littrow angle) the first order beam returns 
along the same path as the incidence beam. The result is that a single optic can be used for both 
illumination and imaging at an oblique angle, allowing a convenient and practical implementation 
of an ISPI microscope. Imaging at the Littrow angle is important to feedback-controlled 
alignment and gap control at any time, including during exposure. Littrow imaging also acts as a 
filter to prevent any light fiom returning to the microscope except that which is designed to 
backdieact at a particular angle, thus eliminating most degrading influences of defects or 
particles. 
As the illumination angle increases away from the normal, backdiffracted orders 
rotate in the opposite direction; hence, we encounter a particular oblique angle at which 
the incident and backdiffracted beams are collinear, referred to as the Littrow angle. The 
Littrow angle BL is given by 
where h is the wavelength and p is the grating period. ISPI typically uses p = 1 pm and h 
- 690 nm, resulting in BL - 20". Breaking axial symmetry allows the zero-order beams to 
reflect off to one side, thereby eliminating them from image formation. Light that returns 
to the ISPI microscope is light that is intentionally diffracted back to the microscope, 
resulting in higher efficiency and stronger signal-to-noise ratio. The Littrow angle is 
highly selective - every feature on the mask and substrate will scatter light; only gratings 
that have the designed periodicity will backdiffract at the microscope's viewing angle. 
There is no unique scattering angle, but there is a unique backdiffraction angle. 
Although using the Littrow angle is preferable to using scattered light (see the 
Scattered Light Aligner in Section 2.1.2), a small amount of light returns to the ISPI 
microscope due to scattering from the miniscule edges of substrate topography that are 
perpendicular to the incident beam. The relative intensity of the scattered light depends 
on the surface roughness and radius of curvature at the comers of the features. In 
practice the intensity of the scattered light is negligible: it is estimated to be less 
than the intensity of the ISPI fringes, and is usually below the detectivity threshold of the 
CCD cameras. 
Since ISPI uses oblique-incidence illumination, light is received in the 
microscope objective lens only when there is a structure on the surface that diffracts light 
at the viewing angle of the microscope. The advantage of this diffractive dark-field 
imaging is that fringe quality can be improved and signal-to-noise ratio increased. In the 
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case of ISPI, this is true to a larger extent than in conventional dark-field microscopy, due 
to the highly selective design of the ISPI marks, which diffract light at a particular angle, 
and thereby eliminate all light returning to the microscope except that which is 
specifically designed to form the interference fringes. 
The plane that contains the surface normal, the incident beam and the diffracted 
beams is referred to as the incidentplane. 
3.2.2 Diffraction Paths 
In ISPI, we encode position information in the spatial phase of interference 
fringes. An interferometric moird pattern is formed by interference of beams diffracted 
from periodic structures on the mask and substrate. Only two diffracted orders are 
required to form a fringe pattern, so we expect the interference fringes to be formed by 
interference of at least two orders, diffracted by both the mask and substrate gratings. 
The plane that contains the interfering beams is referred to as the transverse plane, and is 
perpendicular to the incident plane. 
Consider diffraction of an incident beam from a periodic structure, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.5. In the transverse plane, diffraction will occur from the substrate period pl at 
angles given by 
where h is the wavelength of illumination and m is the order of diffraction. 
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Fig. 3.5. Schematic of dihction from a substrate grating in the transverse plane. 
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The beams that diffract fiom the substrate grating will diffract again at the mask grating, 





Fig. 3.6. Schematic of double ction from two d i m n t  gd&g periods, ~ u l t i n g  in 
interference moM above the mask plane. 
tb.t) A -- AniaS *I' 
The angle of diffraction from the mask grating is given by 
where is the angle of the beam diffracted from the period pl on the substrate, and e2 is 
the angle of the beam diffracted by the mask period p2. 
As an example, let pl = 1.000 pm, pz = 1.025 pm, h = 690 nm, and m = +l, 
0, = sin-' ((+l;(E)) = 43.63" 
8, = sin-' (-1)(0.690) ( 1.025 
It is apparent that the double diffraction causes two large-angle diffractions to result in a 
small final diffraction angle. 
A second doubly-diffracted beam will also emerge that is symmetric with the 
first, as a result of reversal of the sign of the first orders. 
8, = sin-' ((-y(Rr)) = - 43.63" 
Thus, two components of the source illumination diffract from a mark on the substrate, 
meet at the mask, and diffract again16. The interference of these beams, diffracting at 
small angles, forms a fringe pattern with period PF, given by 
h 
P, = - 
2 sin 0, 
l 6  Each beam that contributes to image formation is diffracted in first order twice. A beam diffracts in first 
order from pl and then from p2, or first from p2 and then pl. The same fringe period is produced regardless 
of the sequence of the +1 and -1 diffractions, resulting in identical periods in the interference pattern. 
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where the O2 is the final diffraction angle. Expressing 8 2  from Eq. 3.3 in terms of pl and 
P2 
-ma 0, = sin-' (:: -+ sin 0, ) = sin-1 [' + 
or. if we assume only the first order lml=l 
Substituting O2 into Eq. 3.6 yields 
For arbitrary values of pl and p2 the moir6 fringe period is 
For pl = 1 .OO pm and p2 = 1.025 pm this equation predicts a fringe period Pp = 20.5 pm. 
This expression for the fringe period is half the fringe period for geometric moir6, due to 
the removal of the zero order. Note that the contributions from the wavelength of 
illumination cancel, and the expression for PF is achromatic. The wavelength can vary 
without affecting the fringe period, allowing the use of a wide spectral bandwidth of 
light: any wavelength of illumination produces the identical fringe period. In practice, 
we use a simulated broadband source, consisting of four laser wavelengths in the range 
650 < h < 690 nm (described in Section 8.4). Due to the achromatic nature of the mark 
configuration, the laser wavelength is not a critical factor, which contributes to a highly 
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robust system. Unlike many of the alignment systems described in Chapter 2, laser 
frequency drift has no effect on the measured position. 
The fi=inge pattem is also independent of gap. When the gap changes, the 
diffraction angles remain constant, but the path lengths and phase information in the 
subsequent diffracted beam vary, depending on the position of the grating from which the 
beam diffracts. The position on the grating, and hence the phase of a diffracted beam will 
vary with gap. However, since the grating period is constant, the gap-dependent phase 
change of one beam is exactly balmced by an equal and o~posite phase change of the 
corresponding diffracted beam, as depicted in Fig. 3.7. When these two beams interfere, 
their phase difference, and hence the fringe pattern, is identical, -. -- repdless of the gaped,~ 
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and identical fringe patterns, regardless of the gap. 
Now consider a layer of resist covering an alignment mark on the substrate, as 
I P I I m o  
Mask 
Substrate 
Fig. 3.8. Sketch of diffiacted beams inside resist, taking note of the refraction of the difhcted 
beams. The wavelength change within the resist introduces a compensating factor, which allows 
cancellation of the index of refraction of resist in the expression for the refraction angle. The 
angle of a first-order difiacted beam above the resist is the same, with or without resist, although 
the optical path length changes with the presence of resist. The Wnge fkquency is unaffected by 
the resist because fringe formation depends only on the angles between the difliacted beams. The 
fringe phase is unaffected as a result of equal and opposite phase changes in the two paths. 
1 3  /,,I !.#I#> 1 
The equations that describe the effect are 
where the subscript "a" indicates air and the subscript "r" indicates resist, and 
n*a, 8 = s i n  (=) 
where el, is the angle of the first order diffracted beam inside the resist. By Snell's law 
Solving for el,, 
B,, = sin-'  sin^,, ) 
Upon substitution for sin €4, 
which is the equivalent to €4, the diffraction angle that would have occurred without any 
resist. Although the resist layer will cause a displacement of the diffracted beam, the 
angle of diffraction (hence the moire fringe frequency) will remain the same, with or 
without the resist. Since the phase is changed by equal and opposite amounts in the 
beampaths within a constant-thickness resist, the alignment signal is unaffected by a 
resist layer. 
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3.2.3 Counterpropagating Fringe Motions 
To determine motion, a set of interferometric moir6 fringes must be compared to a 
reference. Camera pixels provide a crude reference, but accurate phase measurement 
depends on camera stability. A fixed reference on the substrate is another form of 
reference, as in the Moel, Moon, and Smith OAI scheme, but is subject to distortions 
from process etching, deposition, and resist layers. Such influences affect the reference 
marks differently than the gratings that produce the interferometric moir6 fringes, due to 
the differences in mark size and spatial frequency. A fixed reference on the mask is more 
stable, but will still react differently than the fringes to variations in the index of 
refraction in the bearnpath. 
As implied in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, we eliminate differences between the fringes and 
their reference using a second set of fringes, adjacent to the first set, as the reference. 
The fringe sets have the same spatial frequency and appear identical to each other, as 
shown in Fig. 3.9. 
Mask: Gratings Wafer: Checkerboard Interference Fringes 
Gratings on CCD 
Fig. 3.9. Alignment marks and interference fringes resulting from inverted grating periods. 
Motion of the mask grating results in magnified, counterpropagating motions of the interference 
fringes. Period ph directs the interference fringes towards the imaging optics at the Littrow angle. 
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One fringe set is produced by superposition of pl over p2, and the other fringe set 
is produced by superposition of pz over pl. The two fringe sets move in opposite 
directions due to the inversion of the grating periods. Counterpropagating fringe motion 
doubles sensitivity, since an identical phase condition is repeated in half the displacement 
required with a fixed reference. 
We can define alignment as the position at which the spatial phases of the 
interference fringe patterns on the two sides of the CCD image plane match one another, 
or we can equally well define the aligned condition to be at any non-zero phase value, as 
would be advantageous in multiple exposures of the same mask with various known 
offsets17. (ISPI is probably unique in this respect.) 
Encoding alignment in two matched fringe sets is a robust approach since the 
periodic structures have identical responses to etching and processing steps, by virtue of 
their nearly identical spatial frequencies. In addition, by encoding position in the relative 
phase of matched fringe sets, any perturbation caused by changes in the index of 
refraction in the beam paths will affect both fringe sets by equal amounts (assuming 
homogeneous media in the narrow -400 pm beam width), thereby eliminating variations 
in the relative spatial-phase measurement. In short, both sets of fringes are affected by 
equal amounts by any reasonably homogeneous medium they traverse, resulting in 
immunity to variations in the index of refraction and other perturbations. 
Symmetric moirk fringes are the key to measurements free of spurious influences. 
17 As used in constructing, for instance, a three-dimensional photonic band gap device 
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3.3 ISPI Microscope: Low-NA, Littrow-Incidence, Dark-Field 
Imaging 
An ISPI microscope consists of 6x magnification optics with external single-mode 
fiber optic illumination, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The working distance is 1 10 mm and 
NA = 0.06. The microscope is oriented nearly parallel to the substrate, and a mirror in 
front of the objective lens steers the incident beam towards the mask and returns the 
interfering diffracted orders. The bisector of the incident and returning beams is the 
Littrow angle given by a ph = 1.0 pm, and h = 690 nrn, or 8~ = 20.2'. Due to the large 
II J - B;ri.-- r - 
pewing angle, specularly refleited beams are discarded, and &only light that returns to 
.- c.4 
me microscopes is light that is specifically backdiffracted by the a l i a e n t  marks, 
I , . l l  I., 
, I  , 3 .  JJU .'I 
Fig. 3.10. Schematic of ISPI microcr0st%)pe. her light delivered' via a single-mode fiber optic, 
reflects off a steering minor at a 22' angle with respect to the mask normal. AAer diffraction 
fiom the mask and substrate marks, multiple beams interfere, return at an 18' angle, and are 
imaged by the 6x microscope onto a CCD camera. The working distance of the microscope is 
1 10 mm. (The Littrow angle is 20°, the mean of 22' and 18'.) 
The large viewing angle and long working distance result in the alignment mark 
position being -35 rnrn in front of the steering mirror. In the MIT system, an exposure 
field typically contains a set of four die, 20 mm on each side, hence, the ISPI microscope 
is capable of viewing any point on the dies without obstructing the exposure. Fig. 3.11 
shows three ISPI microscopes in typical viewing position. In @I& case two of me 
microscopes are imaging X and Y alignment marks at the center of the mask, and the 
third is imaging a Y alignment mark towards the edge of the exposure field. 
Fig. 3.1 1. Photograph 
Illumination is brought 
mask and substrate at a 
of three ISPI microscopes viewing ISPI marks at oblique incidence. 
in with single-mode fiber optics, collimated, and reflected down to the 
near-Littrow angle. DiflGacted beam return at a similar angle, and are 
imaged onto a CCD camera by 6x miaoscopes at a working distance of 110 mm from the mask. 
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In most alignment systems, the low NA (0.06) of these microscopes would 
preclude fine alignment. In fact, the resolution of the microscopes is only 11 pm. Such 
low resolution becomes an advantage in ISPI, since it acts as a lowpass filter, rejecting 
high frequency image noise, such as particles or defects, and resulting in a clean, low- 
noise moire signal. The moire fringes have a period of 20 pm, or more. The NA of the 
microscopes was specifically chosen to filter the spatial frequencies of the grating marks, 
which would otherwise present an undesirable image component. 
Another advantage of the microscopes is their depth of focus of k150 pm. This is 
much larger than the *l pm focal depth of high-NA lenses typically used in alignment 
systems. ISPI microscopes can perform alignment over a wide range of gaps, and with 
insensitivity to small focal variations18. 
Displacement MagniJication 
Moire displacement magnification is given by the expression 
where 0, is the optical magnification, C, is another factor of two from the 
counterpropagating fringes, PF is the fringe period, and Pa, is the average grating period. 
A plot of the moire magnification is shown in Fig. 3.12. The fringe period PF and 
average grating period Pa, are given by 
l8 A microscope's depth of focus determines the range of microscope Z positions over which geometric 
tiducial marks can be resolved. In marked distinction, interferometric fringe sets are limited by the spatial 
coherence of the illumination, and can remain in focus far beyond the nominal depth of focus of the 
microscope. The ISPI fringes are observed to remain in focus over >10 mm (observation limited by the 
microscope's Z stage travel). 
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and 
where pr and ~2 are the grating periods, and are typically of the order of 1 pm. 
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Fig. 3.12. Plot of the f k g e  displacement magnification as a function of average grating period. 
Typical magnification is >I000 with a 6x optical microscope. Displacement magnification is 
>lox greater$ancwith al?Px optical Mqos~opq ~ k - g  g e o ~ ~ % ~ $ i ~ 5 : ~ t . ~ ~ ! p - ,  . , I I I / ... C.4 
Fig. 3.12 indicates that high fringe magnification is obtained with a small grating 
period and a limited number of fringe periods. The phase detection algorithm requires 
several fringes to achieve an accurate phase estimate, as discussed in 
section. With a 6x optical microscope, 10 fringes, and a 1 pm ~ $ 4 ~ 4  
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order of magnitude improvement over a 100x, high-NA microscope. High sensitivity is 
achieved with low-NA microscopes in combination with interferometric moir6 fringes: an 
optical microscope with -1116 the magnification (6x vs. 100x) achieves lox greater 
displacement magnification by using moire: fringes. 
Typically we use grating periods pl = 2.000 and p2 = 2.050 pm, producing fringe 
period PF = 41.000 pm, or grating periods pl = 1.000 and pz = 1.025 pm, producing 
fringe period Pr = 20.500 pm. The mark length is typically 400 pm, resulting in 
400prnl41pm = 9.75 fringes or 400pd20.5pm = 19.5 fringes along the mark. For the -2 
pm gratings, the fringe magnification is M = 972, indicating that a displacement of the 
mask by 10 nm causes a fringe displacement of 9.72 pm on the CCD sensor (one CCD 
pixel is 7.4 pm). Sub-pixel sensitivity is obtained with a phase analysis algorithm, 
described in the next section. 
3.5 Spatial Phase Analysis 
ISPI uses frequency-domain analysis to extract a signal at a known frequency. The 
spatial phase relation between two sets of interference fringes is found by multiplication 
of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of one fringe set with the complex conjugate of the 
FFT of the complementary fringe setIg. The FFT gives a spectrum of frequencies in the 
image. A similar phase spectrum is found. We are interested only in the phase value 
corresponding to the frequency peak, i.e., the fringe frequency. Fig. 3.13 shows a block 
diagram of the algorithm. 
In the algorithm, two regions of interest (R01) are extracted from the captured image. 
The length of each region is set equal to N, the number of pixels perpendicular to the 
19 Since the complex conjugate changes the sign of the complex part in the exponential, the multiplication 
results in the phase difference of the two sets. 
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fringes. The width of each region is constrained by the boundary between the two fringe 
sets. In left and right ROI, the pixels are averaged along every row, forming one- 
dimensional signals, x[n] and y[n]. Each one-dimensional signal is multiplied by a 
windowing function to avoid introduction of spurious frequencies in the FFT, and zero 
padded. The FFT produces X[Q and Y[q, from which we find X* [q/N and Y [fl/N. The 
product of X*[fJ/N and Y[fl/N yields exponentials with the difference of the phase at 
every frequency, seen in plots of the magnitude and phase in Fig. 3.13, where the phase 
difference of the two fringe sets is given by the value of the phase spectrum at the index 
corresponding to the frequency peak. 
Captured image 
I left *average1 x[nl IGI XI"] * 
1 ' -  
N rows 
window: out[i] = in[i] (0.42323-0.49755 cos (27ri/N) + 0.07922 cos (4rr;iIN)) 
+I FFT 
right { , I  Y [ ~ I  *El y'[nIN rows 
I I - ' 
. I  . 
Scaled . 
by 1/N 
. : J n i - #  . .>di  
Frequency Spectrum 
Fig. 3.13. Block diagram of the basic phase analysis algorithm used to determine the phase 
difference between two sets of ISPI fr-inges. 
, I- 8 This phase value is converted into a displacement with the expression 
\ , ; : a  . 1 , ' I + I I  . 1 '  
where Pa, was given by Eq. 3.2 1. 
Including the effects of noise, the phase can be measured with an efficient 
estimator, such as the Discrete Fourier Transform used in the Fast Fourier Transform. 
The limit on phase estimation is given by the Cramer-Rao boundZo, indicating that the 
standard deviation of the phase estimate is 
for large N, where N is the number of samples, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. The 
SNR is given by 
where A is the amplitude of the ISPI fringes and o is standard deviation of the noise. 
If the standard deviation of the phase is given by o,, then the standard deviation 
of the position measurement is given by 
In ISPI we obtain high SNR: the dynamic range of the camera is 0 to 255, and the 
intensity of the lasers is adjusted so that the amplitude of the ISPI fringes spans nearly the 
entire range (typically the fringe amplitude is -250). Noise is low, with o - 5, yielding 
SNR = 2500. The number of pixels that are used along one set of fringes is typically N = 
300. The standard deviation of the phase estimate is therefore 
20 The Cramer-Rao bound determines the minimum variance of a physical variable in the presence of noise 
13.11. 
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Therefore we expect the standard deviation in the position measurement can be 
Note that any phase disparity is measured with equal accuracy. Because ISPI can 
measure any phase discontinuity, not merely zero-phase, to our knowledge it is the only 
scheme that can measure a displacement from a nominal alignment point - a capability of 
significance in many current and future applications. 
Several other advantages result from this algorithm. One of the advantages is that 
it uses all of the relevant information in the image, distilled into the spatial phase 
discontinuity. This method is more robust than an edge-detecting approach since all 
pixels of the image contribute to the measurement, not just those in the vicinity of edges. 
Another advantage is that the spatial-phase algorithm filters out contributions 
from spurious spatial frequencies. Alignment is encoded in a specific, known spatial 
frequency. Particles or defects on the alignment marks may contain spatial frequencies 
that are not removed by lowpass optical spatial filtering. However, these types of defects 
will not normally be periodic at the same frequency as the fringes. Since analysis of the 
spatial-phase difference is at a single, known spatial frequency, contributions of spurious 
spatial frequencies are excluded. In the end, we extract from the image only spatial 
frequencies that correspond to the predetermined moir6 fiequency. 
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In ISPI, we take advantage of the ability to simultaneously analyze both 
geometric and inteferometric features in the same image. Adjacent to the moir6 fringe 
sets, we place small-area gratings, with their k-vectors parallel to both the incident plane 
and the moir6 fringes. Each small-area grating backdiffracts directly to the microscope 
and is imaged as a bright spot. A set of such small-area gratings is referred to as a bar 
array. The period of the bar array is designed to match the spatial period of the moir6 
fringes. One bar array is on the mask, and another is on the substrate, in a non- 
overlapping position. Unambiguous alignment is achieved through a three-stage process, 
Fig. 3.14. A Schematic of unambiguous phase alignment. A set of gratings with periodic 
interruptions (left) backdifiact bars of light to the ISPI microscope, adjacent to the moire 
interference fringes (right). Unambiguous alignment consists of three steps: (a) Coarse 
alignment: Lining up the spatial phase of bars indicate coarse alignment fiom >30 mrn to 30 nm. 
@) Spatial phase .between one set of bars and one set of fringes indicates intermediate alignment. 
(c) Fine alignment is determined by matching the spatial phase between two sets of interference 
fringes. The same phase algorithm is used in each case, with the exception of a scaling factor 
involved in the conversion of phase to displacement. .- m- & m ad &k Q i v h  & m u d d M  
In the first stage, the relative spatial phase of the mask and substrate bar arrays 
indicates coarse alignment. In the second stage, the relative spatial phase between 
aligned bars and one moire fringe set determines intermediate alignment. In the third 
stage, the phase between the moire fringes indicates fine alignment. The same spatial 
phase algorithm described in the previous section is used for each stage, with the 
appropriate phase-displacement conversion factor in each case2*. A simple modification 
to the algorithm that analyzes the bar-bar phase (detection of unmatched bars on either 
mask on substrate, indicating displacement by more than one bar period) increases coarse 
position detection to the extent of the field of view of the microscope. In this way, 
spatial-phase ambiguity is eliminated and the dynamic range extends from <0.5 nrn to 
>500 pm, or a factor of lo6. 
Although there is significant overlap between the detectivity of the bar-bar phase 
and the phase ambiguity of the fringes, the intermediate step involving bar-fringe phase 
provides effective assurance of the desired position: the bar-fringe phase is R-phase- 
shifted for every 2~-phase shift of the fringes, as illustrated in Fig. 3.14(a). Thus the 
most critical, 2n-phase ambiguity of the fringes is indicated by a n-phase shift between 
bars and fringes, providing an obvious indication of the most likely type of alignment 
error. 
3.7 Feedback-Stabilized Alignment 
An example of feedback control, using ISPI measurements to control the mask 
position, is shown in Fig. 3.15. Without feedback, the mask position was observed to 
drift by 21 50 nm during six hours. Feedback from the interferometric signal detected by 
21 A bar array can be considered to be a "fringe set" with zero displacement magnification. The 
displacement of the bars is given by AxB = (+ PF)/(4z), where + is the bar-bar phase and PF = 41 pm. 
Minimum detectivity of the bar array is -30 nm. 
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an ISPI microscope was activated during the subsequent six hours, maintaining - - - . . -  the mask- 
substrate position with a zero mean and o = 1.4 nm. Details of the piezos and alignment 
apparatus used in this experiment are described in Chapter 8, and feedback-controlled 
-. . 1 
in Chapter 
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Fig. 3.15. (a) Drift and vibration in relative mask-substrate position detected with an ISPI 
microscope during six hours. (b) Six-hour alignment data with continuous closed-loop operation. 
Feedback-stabilized ISPI alignment nullifies the effects of thermal/mechanical drift to zero me an 
and a = 1.4 nm. $In u 
tlni mikah lo rabni $tfj ni q ~ t b  nt ~vil irnuni h q i x  tnmqilA 
3.8 Summary 
Interferometric Spatial Phase Imaging (ISPI) combines a form of dark-field optical 
microscopy with interferometric moire fringes, formed between specialized marks on the 
mask and substrate. The unique aspects of ISPI are 
Alignment is encoded in the spatial phase relation of two matched sets of moird 
fringes. 
Large dynamic range (0.5 mm to ~ 0 . 5  nm) 
High signal-to-noise ratio. 
Measure absolute position and arbitrary displacements with equal facility and 
accuracy. 
Counterpropagating moir6 fringes provide a mutual phase reference and double 
sensitivity. 
Alignment detected without scanning. 
Feedback-stabilization of alignment during lithographic exposure. 
Alignment signal insensitive to fluctuations in illumination wavelength or 
intensity. 
Alignment signal insensitive to mask-substrate gap. 
Alignment signal insensitive to resist layers on substrate ( described in Chapter 7). 
Alignment signal insensitive to changes in the index of refraction in the 
beampath. 
Image formation at a large oblique angle (20') and long working distance (1 10 
mm) . 
Spatial filtering by low-NA microscope. 
Geometric filtering by oblique viewing angle. 
Elimination of zero-order diffraction components. 
Electronic filtering by phase measurement at a single spatial frequency. 
Broadband illumination eliminates thin-film interference effects. 
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- Illumination wavelengths do not expose resist. 
- Detect alignment and rotation in the same image (and gap - Chapters 4 and 5) 
- Low-cost optics 
These advantages make ISPI efficacious in a wide variety of proximity lithography 
applications. In Table 3.1 we summarize advantages of ISPI and compare them with 
heterodyne interferometry and four other alignment methods that use some form of 
interferometry: 
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YES 
YES 
Table 3.1. Comparison of features in inteI5erometric alignment methods 
4 Interferometric Gap Detection Methods 
Gap: the separation or distance between two parallel surfaces. 
This chapter will describe several means of optical gap detection that can be used in 
conjunction with ISPI aligning. Large gaps (between 300 and 30 pm) are detected with 
h1 pm sensitivity from the geometric relation of backdiffracted and reflected beams 
originating from a single grating on the mask. Using adjacent pl and pz gratings on the 
mask, interjfierornetric sensitivity (4 nm) at large gaps is achieved with fringes that are 
similar to ISPI alignment fringes in appearance, but are sensitive only to gap. Below 30 
pm gaps, an inclined Fabry-Perot interferometer determines gap by detecting the phase 
between intensity oscillations in scans of gap with different wavelengths of illumination. 
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Background of Gap Detection 
A number of schemes for measuring the mask-substrate gap have been described in 
the literature. Capacitive sensors are the most common means of gap detection, and are 
used in most commercial nanopositioning systems to detect gaps of 4 0 0  pm. 
Detectivity scales with the gap range - for a gap range of 10 pm, detectivity can be <1 
nm [4.1]. In a mask-substrate aligner, capacitive sensors are typically used to measure 
gap at three points around the periphery of the mask stage. Since the capacitive sensors 
measure the mask-substrate gap indirectly, calibration of the capacitive measurements to 
the actual mask-substrate gap is required. Errors associated with this scheme include 
thermal drift, and variations between dimensions of individual masks, and stress-induced 
deformation by the mask stage. With concerted efforts, the total gap detection error can 
be reduced to the -1 pm level. 
To avoid one of the secondary gap references, capacitive sensors can be embedded 
within part of the substrate stage, adjacent to the substrate, and scanned underneath the 
mask. Some problems with this are the potential mismatch between the capacitive 
sensing plane and the substrate plane, the time required to move the sensor and measure 
gap at multiple points, and perturbations in the capacitive measurements caused by 
patterned regions on the mask. 
Aside from the secondary referencing problems, the intrinsic limitations of 
capacitive sensors lie in the tradeoff between range and resolution. As we can see from 
the capacitance relation, the capacitance falls off linearly with gap, G, between the plates: 
where E, is the relative permittivity of the material between the plates, E, is the 
permittivity of vacuum, and A, is the area of the plates. 
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic of a parallel-plate capacitor. 
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In some applications, such as scanning probes, capacitive sensors are used to find 
the probe position in six axes, requiri-2 six separate sensors. Since the range of 
capacitive sensors is very small compr :d '- the diameter of 1 I plates and the points of 
measurement are separated from each other nd the scanniqprooe by a few centimeters, 
thermal expansion of the intervening lengths of material can degrade measurement 
accuracy. 
- =  1 Furthermore, in a multi-axis 'capacitor - .  ar? igement, the area of capacitor plate 
. 9 
overlap will come into play during ortho$onal monons; as one axis in an XY stage is 
moved, the area of plate overlap in the orthogonal axis will decrease, and may cause an 
undesirable variation in capacitance along the orthogonal axis 
Finall capacitance , .  measuremen are ' -generally somewhat awkward to 
1 .y- I I ,  
A i plernent, aria do not apply , -1 types or --astrdtes. 
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Another gap scheme is air gauges, but they cannot measure the gap when the 
mask and substrate are in the exposure position. 
For the reasons given above, further improvements in gap sensing require direct 
measurement between the mask and substrate, which can be accomplished using optical 
methods. 
An optical gap measurement was proposed by Flanders et al. [4.2], shown in Fig. 
4.2, based on the interference of beams reflected from a HeNe laser focused onto the 
mask at an oblique angle. The diverging reflections from the mask and substrate 
interfered, and the interference fringes were detected by a linear photodetector anay. 
Gap was determined by the spatial frequency of the interference pattern, which increased 
linearly with gap to first order, with a small gap-dependent deviation from linearity. The 
range of gap detection was between 25 and 120 pm, and the gap uncertainty was a 
percentage of gap, ranging between 120 nm and 600 nm. 
Fig. 4.2. Schematic of Flanders gap scheme. A focused laser (incident fiom the left) reflects 
fiom the mask and substrate at a 45" angle. Patterns characterisic of the gap are formed by 
interference between beams reflected from the mask and the substrate (planes 1 and 2, 
respectively). Virtual point sources for multiply-reflected beams are at even-integer multiples of 
the gap. 
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In proximity lithography, the exposure gap (i.e., <5 pm) is below the minimum 
detection range in the Flanders scheme (25 pm). At such small gaps the angular disparity 
between reflected beams is too small to produce measurable interference fringes. Also, 
the finite thickness of the mask membrane causes multiple spurious internal reflections, 
which corrupt the measurement signal. The Flanders scheme would not integrate well 
with the ISPI aligning scheme, since it requires diverging illumination. In addition the 
geometry of the Flanders scheme is incompatible with ISPI alignment microscopes since 
the Flanders scheme requires a different illumination angle and a separate sensor that 
must be on the opposite side of the mask from the illumination. In sum, the Flanders 
scheme is not compatible with ISPI, nor does it have the desired gap range or sensitivity. 
Suzuki and Une [4.3] also described a gapping scheme based on the interference 
of diffracted beams, as shown in Fig. 4.3. In this scheme a beat signal Iwz depended on 
interference of a first-order beam and a second-order beam, diffracted from a grating. 
Each order had a different dimaction angle, which also depended upon the laser 
frequency: a laser beam of frequency fi was incident at an angle el ,  and another beam 
with frequency fi was incident at an angle e3. The two orders where arranged to diffract 
at the same angle, 02. The gap was linearly related to the phase of the beat in Iwz. 
Sensitivity was -32 nrn. This scheme was sensitive to both lateral (Fig. 4.3(a)) and 
vertical (Fig. 4.3(b)) displacements. Displacement had to be measured simultaneously, as 
described in Section 2.4.1, and subtracted from the total signal to determine the gap. 
Although this scheme could detect small gaps used in proximity exposures, the 
inseparability of the gap signal from alignment was less than optimal. 
The factors described above point to the advantages of using an optical method, 
but clearly indicate the difficulty of inventing a satisfactory gapping scheme. 
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Fig. 4.3. Diagram of the gap detection method of Suzuki and Une. A beat signal depends on 
interference of a first order beam diffkacted from a laser beam of frequency fi, and a second order 
diffracted laser beam of fi-equency f2. The gap is linearly related to the phase of the beat. 
Sensistivity is -32 nm. This scheme is sensitive to both lateral (a) and vertical (b) displacements. 
Displacement must be measured simultaneously, as described in Section 2.4.1, and subtracted 
fiom the total signal to determine the gap. 
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4.2 Geometric Coarse Gap Detection 
In any proximity lithography system, two objects need to be brought into 
propinquity prior to exposure. Control must be maintained over the gap while it is 
reduced from several hundred microns to a small exposure gap ( 4  pm), and gap non- 
uniformity must be eliminated to ensure exposure consistency and avoid destructive 
consequences to the mask. For such mask leveling and initial gap descent control we 
devised a simple optical gapping method that is compatible with ISPI alignment. 
The idea is shown in Fig. 4.4, where a single wavelength of light illuminates a 
small-area grating on the mask at an oblique angle. This small-area grating is typically 
5x20 pm, with a 1 pm period, the same period used by the alignment marks to 
backdiffiact light at the Littrow angle. The incident beam produces two rectangular spots 
imaged by an ISPI microscope. One spot is due to direct backdiffraction fiom the grating 
and the other spot results from a symmetric forward diffraction, that reflects off the 
substrate at the same angle as the backdiffracted beam. The beam that reflects off the 
substrate is separated from the backdiffracted beam by an amount, AS, given by 
where G is the gap, 9 is the angle of illumination, and the cose term is due to image 
foreshortening in the incident plane direction. A peak detection algorithm measures the 
separation of the beams. Absolute separation is calibrated from the known microscope 
magnification and CCD pixel size. Absolute gap detectivity from these marks is <1 
pm22, ranging from the maximum focal depth of the microscope (300 pm) down to the 
22 For comparison, this is similar to the gap resolution attained in the Karl Suss system (Section 2.1 . l )  using 
the focal difference of high-NA optical microscopes. 
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gap at which the beams begin to overlap (at a 30 pm gap23). The large focal length of a 
. 
low-NA ISPI microscope resolves both spots across a 300 pm gap range. 
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Fig. 4.4. (a) Schematic of difiacting beams. (b) Images taken with m ISPI microscope of the 
returning beams at two dif ient  r n a s k ~ B s ~  gaps. 
Gaps are measured sir-11- islx at three p i n A -  ---'th three ISPI microscopes, and 
Luau -f- 
using these measurements, 1 : mask is automa all, leveled with respect to the substrate 
by minimizing the differences in gap between measurement points, as illustrated in Figs. 
4.5 and 4.6. Assuming a separation of 10 mrn between points, the mask can be leveled to 
d). 1 arcsec. The mask is then brought within 30 pm of the substrate using an average of 
the three gapping measurements- For many applications this relatZ- -ely coarse, sub- 
micron p - 7 detection method r- I be sufficient, although for nanoimprint  lithograph^ and 
5 r ~ r ) f  t)(rnywt)qm k 3cIt -to w b  w 1  rrrnivarn lrlt mmf qni . my 
x-ray lithography, gaps below 30 pn must be detected by other means. 
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23 The gap at which overlap occurs depends in part upon the grating width. 
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Fig. 4.5, nlustmtion of three-point measurement of gap using the difiacted beam separation. 
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Fig. 4.6. Measurements taken after leveling add with feedback control of gap-usiiig fie difiacted 
bar method. 
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4.3 Chromatic Fabry-Perot Gap C fection 
30 pm gaps, the backdi d a d  reflected first-order beams from the 1 
tmd g overlap, and interfere, oscillations in intenoity -- 1 function 
of gap, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The oscillation period in a single scan c m s p m d s  to 
U2, fnml which one can $terrni~e relative ap changes. The exact, or 
4 1  I - -  -A Pm9 vw Of 
the gap is found by a comparison between intensitv o illat' nsduing scans of gap with v - 2  
three illumination wavelengths. We refer to this absolute gap detection method as 
Chromatic Fabry-Perot ( C F P ) . ! ! ; ,  
ve 
Wafer 
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Fig. 4.7. Schematic of the Chromatic Fabry-Pert scheme. (a) At gaps 4 0  pm, a bi ---fljracted 
beam overlaps I@ tk reflection of a forward difhcted beam. The * r h e  ofw@terfexing 
beams varies sinusoiddty with gap, as illustrated ia @). Multiple scam are required to overnine 
the inherent phase ambigoii$ in a scm of gap with a single wavelength, The phase between'scms 
of different wavelengths is compared to a simulation to find the r3---J -' -- -- YC 01- O a U ~ ~ ~ ~ O ?  re 0 O m ~ O b S ; I X ! t ~ t  W o 
( m a )  smir (303) emi7 
The CFP procedure is to: a) scan over a range of gaps while recording the 
intensity, using one scan over the same range of gaps for each of three different 
wav 3ngths, b) fmd the phase d i f l d &  M w h  i pair of scans at the midpoint of 
.-rd 
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the scan range, c) find another phase difference @ 2 between a pair of scans with different 
wavelengths, d) compare $ 1 and $ 2 to phase differences found in simulated scans, 
starting from zero gap, and e) find the absolute gap by the point in the simulation where 
there is a simultaneous match between the simulated and experimentally determined @ I 
and @ 2. Simulated scans, and plots of potential phase matches are illustrated in Fig. 4.8. 
Simulation of scans at hl & Simulation of scans at hl & h3 
Same Phase at Same Gap 
Fig. 4.8. (a) Simulation of scans at wavelengths hl and h2, from 0 to 30 pm gaps. Beats are 
indicative of the relative phase of the two intensity plots. (b) Simulation of CFP scans at 
wavelengths h, and h3. (c), (d) Plots of the relative phase between simulated scans. (e), (f) Plots 
of the correlation between experimental and simulated scans. At several points there are possible 
matching points of the experimental phase and simulated phase. A unique matching point 
indicates the absolute gap. 
In the sub-30 pm interferometric regime, the CFP scheme increases sensitivity 
considerably. One period of a CFP intensity oscillation is equal to U2, corresponding to 
-350 nm. Gap sensitivity is approximately h 11 0, corresponding to -35 nm. In terms of 
sensitivity, the CFP scheme meets the requirements of many forms of proximity 
lithography. In the case of collimated x-ray lithography of sub-1 00 nm features, the x-ray 
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diffraction that occurs in the gap between mask and substrate can lead to loss of control 
of feature sizes, unless the gap is known and controlled to 4300 nm [4.4]. In the case of a 
non-collimated x-ray source, such as we use for device exposures in Chapter 9, tolerance 
to gap deviations is reduced because of the added effect of image magnification. For 
example, with a point source located at a distance D from a mask, the allowed uncertainty 
in gap AG, is given by 
where L is the edge dimension of the field being replicated and E is the maximum 
allowed overlay error due to the magnification effect alone (i.e., the runout). Assuming L 
= 10 mm, D = 275 mm, and E = 5 nm, then AG = 138 nm. 
The 35 nm detectivity of the CFP scheme is more than sufficient for lithographic 
purposes, but the scheme suffers from practical inconveniences. Any scanning scheme is 
at a disadvantage compared with an instantaneous measurement, due to degraded 
temporal relevance of the data, and stage errors. In the case of CFP, stage accuracy is 
particularly important, since scans must be repeated over the same range of gaps. The 
primary disadvantage of the CFP scheme is that it requires at least three scans of gap to 
determine the absolute gap at the midpoint of the scan, and obtain a single measurement. 
4.4 Long-Range Interferometric Gap Detection 
Geometric gapping marks operate over a 30-300 pm range, but their resolution is 
limited to -1 pm, as indicated in Section 4.2. In certain situations, higher sensitivity, and 
a larger gap range are required. For such situations we encode gap in the frequency and 
phase of a set of fringes, produced by interference between two gratings of different 
periods on a mask. The gratings have periods pl and pz, just as in ISPI, but are arranged 
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with the grating k-vectors along a single axis in the incident plane. so that at a finite gap 
the reflected first orders from one grating overlaps the backdiffracted be'arhs of the other 
grating, as shown in Fig. 4.9. (In ISPI the k-vectors of the pl and pz gratings are parallel 
to each other and are in the transverse plane). In this Long-Range Interferometric 
Gapping (LRIG) method, as in the other ISPI-compatibl~ gapping methods, no marks are 
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Fig. 4.9. (a) Diagram of long-range interferometric gap scheme. Interference of a reflected, 
forward-diffracted beam with a backdifiacted beam from a slightly different period results in a 
set of interference fiinges. Two sets of marks, with pl and pz adjacent to each other, and a second 
set with the periods reversed, resdts in counterpropagating fringe sets that look identical to ISPI 
alignment fi-inges, but are dependent only on gap. (b) Interference fringes produced by two sets 
of gratings (pl, p2) and {pz, pl), with a 270 micron gap. One f i g e  cycle corresponds to a 320 
nm change in gap. Phme ambiguity is rewlwd with geometric: marks (as in Section 4.2), or by 
the spatial frequency content of the fikges, which depends on the amount of geometric overlap of 
the pl and pq gratings. 
As we saw in the last few sections, a constant-period grating has both a 
um 
backdiffracting component and a forward-diffracting component. The forward 
diffracting component reflects off the substrate back at the same angle as the 
backdiffracting beam, where they are both imaged by the ISPI microscope. Now 
c&d@ a ~ . ~ 8 ~ a d  grating with another ~eriod p2 placed on the mask at some distance 
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from the first grating with period pl. Both pl and p2 are similar, e.g., pl = 1.000 and p2 = 
1.025 um, and diffract at or near the Littrow angle. Beams that forward-diffract from pl, 
will reflect, and intercept the p2 grating. At that position, the diffracted/reflected beams 
from pl overlap with the backdiffracted beams from the p2 grating. Since pl z p2, both 
beams are close enough in angle to return to the microscope, yet interfere to produce 
fringes. A second pair of gratings with the same periods, but in the opposite order, 
produces counterpropagating motion of the fringes as the gap changes. A single set of 
fringes cycles through one period in a gap change equal to A, and the opposite motion of 
a fringe pair results in one relative phase cycle in a gap change of h/2. The phase 
ambiguity can be resolved with the coarse bar gapping mark, observed in the same 
microscope, or with similar marks with different periods. A major advantage of LNG 
over the geometric scheme is that the fringes stay in focus over gap ranges of at least 
several millimeters, or more, as limited by the spatial coherence of the incident laser 
beam. The upper range of LRIG is constrained only by the coherence length of the laser, 
the size of the marks, and the field of view of the microscope. The lower range is 
constrained by the amount of overlap of one grating with the diffracted beams from the 
other grating. The phase is determined in the same way and by the same algorithm as the 
ISPI alignment fringes. 
Phase sensitivity implies fringe sensitivity that is U2000 of a fringe cycle, or 
330nml2000 = 0.2 nm. Phase ambiguity is avoided by geometric bar mark separation or 
simply by the amount of geometric overlap of the pl and p2 gratings in the LRIG mark. 
Since the grating overlap determines the number of fringes that are visible, the latter 
method is preferred, and is amenable to frequency analysis, i.e., we encode coarse gap in 
the spatial frequency content of the image". Such large-gap detection is useful in many 
applications outside of proximity lithography, such as scanning probe control, or three- 
dimensional stage positioning. 
-- 
24 Using the spatial frequency content of the fringe pattern has the non-trivial advantage that the coarse 
gapping method will not vary in focus over the range of gaps, as will occur with the geometric bar marks. 
Gap detection range is therefore not restricted to the focal depth of the microscope. 
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4.5 Summary 
In this chapter we described three gapping schemes that are compatible with 
simultaneous alignment detection using ISPI microscopes. Large gaps are detected with 
either the geometric separation of diffracted and reflected beams resulting from a single 
small-area grating on the mask, or with the phase of a set of interference fringes that 
appear the same as ISPI alignment fringes, but are sensitive only to gap. Geometric gap 
detection yields <1 pm sensitivity, but the fringe-based scheme can detect <l nm gap 
variations, by analyzing the spatial phase variations. The focal depth of the microscope 
does not restrict the range of this gapping method, since the interference fringes depend 
on the spatial coherence of the illumination. 
Gaps less than 30 pm are detected with a scheme based on the phase between 
interferometric intensity oscillations in an inclined version of the Fabry-Perot 
interferometer. Absolute gap is obtained by comparison of intensity oscillations in 
multiple scans over the same range of gaps, using a different wavelength for each scan. 
Gap sensitivity is -35 nm, which is sufficient for most lithographic purposes. However, 
this Chromatic Fabry-Perot scheme suffers from deficiencies related to scan repeatability 
and latency. 
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5 Transverse Chirp Gap Detection 
Highly sensitive detection of small gaps is increasingly critical for 
nanopositioning and proximity or contact lithography. This chapter describes a novel 
interferometric method of measuring gaps between a mask and substrate, with <1 nm 
sensitivity, over a gap range between <1 pm and 30 pm. Gap is detected without scanning 
the mask height or the illumination spectrum. Instead, the method encodes gap in a unique 
combination of phase and frequency of a pair of interference fringes, produced from a pair 
of chirped checkerboards on the mask. The gapping mark is observed with the same 
microscope as the ISPI alignment marks, and at the same oblique angle. 
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5.1 Transverse Chirp Gapping (TCG) 
The essential elements of a gap detection scheme, which we call Transverse Chirp 
Gapping (TCG), are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. 
9 
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Fig. 5.1. Schematic of Transverse-Chirp-Gapping (TCG) gap-detection method. (a) 
Checkerboard mark with a chirp in the Y (transverse) direction and a constant period in the X 
(incident) direction. A second, adjacent chirped checkerboard produces fiinges that move in 
opposite directions with changes in gap. (b) Image of interference fringes, as detected by an ISPI 
microscope. (c) Schematic in the incident plane illustrating the path by which light is returned to 
the microscope at the Littrow d e .  ((Q S & e W  
showing an example of two incident beams that 
constructive interference. The distance between the two incident beams is called the interaction 
distance. The interaction distance can be viewed as an analog to the pl, p? interaction of ISPI 
~~~g~??!2en,ti@g~,ri~mi ai eqsa l h  l o  n o b *  w i t h  y&iH 
In TCG, a mark in the fonn of a Wbdd grid, che&ab~ard, is 
patternid on the mask, F . S.l(a).. .I@ spatial period along t$t X (incident) dkktisn is 
cfiirped. Tne mark is illtmrnatca with a sin~ye-~avelemgth &a at &'Littrow angle of 
about 20" in the incident O(-ZJ p l t ~ .   .le innovative f&e inhi= TCG n!iark is that the 
chirped Y periodicity produces interference fringes from a single mark by interference of 
beams diffracted through a sweep of angles. 
The chirped mark diffracts beams in a sweep of angles in the transverse plane. 
Subsequently, the beams reflect from the substrate, and rediffract from the mask at some 
distance from where they originally difiacted, Fig. 5.l(d). A portion of a rediffracting 
beam returns in the incident plane towards an ISPI microscope, Fig. 5.l(c). In the 
transverse plane, interference of two or more such beams results in a fringe pattern, as 
shown in Fig. 5.l(b). 
Points of constructive interference can occur only at periodic intervals along the 
length of the checkerboard, but shift in both displacement and separation when the gap is 
varied, resulting in simultaneous variation of fringe position and frequency. A sequence 
of TCG fringes at several gaps is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Fig. 5.2. Coarse gap detection demonstrated with TCG images at gaps of (a) 7 pm, (b) 2 pm, (c) 
1.5 pm, and (d) 1 pm. 
Fringe frequency is controlled by the so-called interaction distance along the chirp, 
i.e., the distance over which diffracted and reflected beams can interfere at a single point 
on the mask surface (Fig. 5.l(d)). The interaction distance increases with gap, causing 
more disparate spatial frequencies to interact, resulting in higher fringe frequencies. 
Conversely, as the gap is reduced, interfering beams traverse a smaller lateral distance, 
implying a smaller difference in interacting grating periods, and hence larger distances 
between regions of constructive interference. Experimentally, the rate of change in fringe 
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frequency is determined to be 1.62 fringeslpm, with h= 656 nm and a chirp rate with the 
period given by 
p(y) = (Ky + C)-O-~~, (5.1 
where K and C are constants. Different fringe sensitivities as a function of gap are 
selected by design of the chirp rate. 
Fringe formation does not require any marks on the substrate. TCG is therefore 
insensitive to misalignment, and can be used equally well for zero-level patterning, 
before any marks are on the substrate. 
5.2 Phase Sensitivity 
Phase varies at a rate of 1.79 degreeslnm, as determined from scans of gap, 
controlled by calibrated, closed-loop piezos. One phase cycle corresponds to a 200 nm 
gap change. Phase changes of -53 degrees, corresponding to -30 nm gap changes, are 
detectable by eye, and further sensitivity is achieved with the ISPI phase algorithm, 
capable of detecting <1/2000 of a fringe cycle. A minimum TCG phase increment 
corresponds to 200nm/2000 = 0.1 nm, indicating sub-1 nm gap sensitivity. 
Fig. 5.3. Fine gap detection demonstrated with portions of TCG images, starting at a 5 pm gap 
(a), and at gap increments of (b) +20, (c) +40, (d) +60, (e) +80, and ( 0  +I00 nm, controlled by 
calibrated, closed-loop piezos. Using the ISPI frequency-domain algorithm, the phase disparity 
across the midline can be measured with a sensitivity corresponding to <1 nm gap increments. 
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Frequency detectivity of 1.62~0.2 = 0.324, or -1/3rd of a fringe, is sufficient to overcome 
phase ambiguity. 
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In the simulation, the grating is divided into 400 discrete segments (1 pm per 
segment). In each segment, the grating period is assumed to be a constant, where the 
local period is determined by the quartic chirp function, Eq. 5.1. The first-order 
diffraction angle is calculated from Eq. 3.3 and the diffracted beam traced along the path 
to the substrate, and on the return path to the mask. The phase contribution of each beam 
impinging on a particular segment on the mask is calculated from the optical path length. 
The intensity within each segment is calculated from the sum of phase contributions of 
multiple beams impinging on a given segment. 
Results of the simulation were compared with TCG frequency measurements over a 
range of gaps between 8 and 13 pm. (Smaller gaps were avoided to eliminate 
hydrodynamic damping of gap changes). The slope indicated by both methods was 
identical: 1.62 fringeslpn gap change for a wavelength of 655 nrn. A second wavelength 
of 687 nm was used over the same gap range. The results were again found to be 
identical to the simulation, with a slope of 1.88 fiinges/pm in both cases. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter we described a gapping scheme that demonstrates <1 nrn gap 
sensitivity at small gaps typically used for proximity lithography (1 pm to 30 pm). TCG 
consists of direct, site-by-site measurements, made using the same optics as ISPI, and 
does not require scanning of gap or illumination spectrum for gap detection. The TCG 
marks are composed of a checkerboard on the mask, and no mark on the substrate, 
making TCG insensitive to alignment. The checkerboard has a constant period in the 
incident plane, and a chirped period in the transverse plane. Two such marks with their 
chirps in opposite directions result in fringes that counterpropagate when the gap is 
changed. Their relative phase encodes position, as in ISPI. A distinctive feature of the 
TCG fringes is that their spatial frequency varies simultaneously with spatial phase, 
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allowing an unambiguous encoding of gap in a unique combination of frequency and 
phase. 
TCG gap and ISPI alignment fringes are typically detected in the same image, 
permitting simultaneous measurement of Z and either X or Y. Three ISPI microscopes 
measure TCG and ISPI at three positions, yielding simultaneous six-axis position 
detection: three Z measurements (and derivation of mask tip and tilt), one X and two Y 
measurements (and derivation of in-plane rotation). 
TCG can be used in conjunction with Long-Range Interferometric Gapping 
(LRIG), described in Section 4.4, to achieve sub-nanometer detectivity over a range fiom 
<l pm to >500 pm. Neither TCG nor LRIG require scanning to detect gap, making them 
ideal for feedback control of gap. 
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6 The Chirped Talbot Effect 
This chapter introduces a new variant of the Talbot effect that utilizes near-field 
period doubling from a chirped period grating to produce non-constant-period fringes in 
resist. The phase and frequency of the fringes in resist are matched to finite-difference 
time domain (FDTD) simulations to determine the absolute gap at the time of exposure. 
The sensitivity of this Chirped Talbot Effect is 4 0  nm, an improvement of more than 
two orders of magnitude over the ordinary Talbot effect. The Chirped Talbot Effect can 
be used in conjunction with Transverse Chirp Gapping. The two forms of gap 
measurement are complementary since one is suited to measuring and setting gap prior to 
exposure, and the other is ideal for confirmation of the gap that existed during exposure. 
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6.1 The Talbot Efect 
When a periodic structure, such as a grating, is illuminated with spatially and 
temporally coherent light, constructive interference results in intensity patterns that 
mimic the original period at certain distances beyond the grating, Fig. 6.1. This is known 
as self-imaging, or the Talbot effect [6.1]. 
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Fig. 6.1. rwP-6ttnsimJ FDTL, simuQtion of me Tolbot effect with a wing of period p = 1.0 
pn, h = 0.5 p. The Talbot distance TD = p 2 ~  refers to the minimum distance between 
replications of the fundamental spatial fiequency. Note that the first Talbot distance occurs at 2.0 
pn. Even multiples of the Talbot distance reproduce the original spatial phase and fkequency, 
while odd multiples reproduce the spatial frequency (i.e., the fundamental) with a rr-phase shift. 
Doubling of the fundamental fiequency occurs at odd integer multiples of Td2. Surfaces of 
constant spatial fkquency are parallel to the grating. 
The minimum distance between replications of the fundamental spatial frequency is 
the Talbot distance, 
where p is the grating period and h is the wavelength of illumination. For instance, with 
p = 1.0 pm, and h = 0.5 pm, TD = 2.0 pm. In between these Talbot distances are gaps 
with double the fundamental spatial frequency. Since the TCG measurement is capable 
of detectivity of the order of 1 nm, the standard Talbot effect is inadequate for 
verification of TCG fringe interpretation. 
6.2 Chirped- Talbo t-Effect Gap VeriJcation 
In the standard Talbot effect, the distance To is a constant for a given grating 
period, p. In the Chirped-Talbot effect (CTE), with the grating period varying along the 
length of the mark, a variety of spatial frequencies are present at a given gap. Figure 6.2 
depicts such a chirped grating, and the associated intensity pattern. The inclined planes at 
integer multiples of the Talbot distance, To, are referred to as Talbot surfaces. In Fig. 6.2 
the Talbot surfaces appear as straight, slanted lines due to the narrow region of the 
grating that is shown and the small chirp rate. 
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Decreasing Period 
Fig. 6.2. FDTD simulation of the Chirped-Tdbot effect. A variation in grating period results in 
an inclination of the Talbot surfaces. With a chirped grating a number of Talbot surfaces can 
intersect a substrate plane that is parallel to the wating plaqie. si3=tod\aT -bs~~itYJ L .b 
af i i jq  By inwewing the chirp rate end of thc n)qk, mwple Talbot surfaces 
csn intersect a substrate plane thot is la to +% mSsk trmplste. Figure 6.3(a) 
surfaces r a1111121 for a linear IImI. chi% I A - K d  an  Fi~6.3Cc_)hows MI. a cross-section throuJP Talbot sdaces 
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In the latter two cases, the spacing b e ~ ~  Talbot sw$aw~ is a variable that ims 
can adjust via the chirp hction. Wherever a Talbot swface intersects the substrate, the 
grating fundamental is reproduced in the resist, and one can observe a checkerboard 
pattem identical to the TCG checkerboard mark, i.e., a two-dimensional Talbot effect In 
between the locations where the Talbot surfaces intersect the substrate plane, frequency 
doubling occurs. At these locations we typically observe complete removal of the 
photoresist. As one goes fiom one of the Talbot-surface intersections to a location of 
frequency doubling at an intersection with a half-Talbot surface, the. size of the 
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checkerboard dots shrinks, producing a continuous grayscale effect when viewed in a 
low-NA normal-incidence optical microscope-. 
Constant Period Linear Chirp 
-- 
Fig. 6.3. Talbot surfaces fkom (a) a fixed-period grating, p = 0.8 ym, (b) a linear-chirped grating, 
p(y) = Ky + C, and (c) a quartic-chirped grating, p(y) = (Ky + c)-'.~', assuming h = 488 nm. Note 
that each curve corresponds to a gap increment of Td2. Compared to the linear-chirped grating, 
the quartic-chirped grating provides a narrower bandwidth of spatial fiequencies at a given gap, 
which simplifies analysis. Plots are based on a model that assumes a locally-constant grating 
period. 
6.3 Chirped-Talbot Simulations 
The curves in Fig. 6.3 are approximations that assume a locally-constant grating 
period. Deviations from this approximation become evident as the gap and chirp rate are 
increased. A rigorous calculation of the intensity as a function of gap was carried out 
using a finite-di fference time domain (FDTD) electromagnet; c simulation, Fig. 6.4. The 
FDTD simulation was performed on a 2D grid of points at 20 nm intervals over a 400 
pm-long mark (400pm/0.02pm=20,000 points along each row in the X direction), and up 
to a 7 pm gap. The FDTD was performed in TEMPEST v. 6.1, using a custom Matlab 
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front end. The disparity between the FDTD simulation and the local-interaction 
approximation is illustrated in Fig. 6.4, with the lines from Fig. 6.3(c) superimposed. 
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Fig. 6.4. TWO-dimensjonal.%'I? simulation ofintensity 6 r n  a quartic-ch+d g r f h g ,  using the 
same constants and wavelex@i,iis in Fig. 6.3(c). SU-posed limes fmnipig. B . ~ ( c )  indicate the 
local-interaction approximation to Talbot slirfaces. Deviatio$d'fiom the local iqppri>ximation are 
evident for increasing gap anb increasing chiip iate. Since there are 20:006 points in each row of 
the simulation, the plot above shows a downsampled version. Regions of doubled spatial 
fkquency are shown as high intensity, and regions of low spatial fkequency as low intensity, in 
effect illustrating the spatial fkequencies that are expected in resist as a rno* of the intensity at 
each point. -- - - - --- --- - - .- - - - - --- - - -  - - -  - - -  
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Using the Chirped-Talbot effect (CTE), resist at several gaps was exposed (in a 
ODlr k ' 
configuration as in Fig. 6.5) with normally-incident argon-ion laser light (interference- 
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Fig. 6.5. Schematic of an experiment ultaneous observation of and 
exposure in resist with a 488 nrn Ar' laser. near-field self-imaging intuit) _ . .es are 
recorded in resist and a halftone effect due t, . - ,ag dot size in the resist yields a smooth 
grayscale distribution when viewed with a low-NA, normal-incidence optical microscope. 
After exposure and development, optical micrographs were taken of the fringes in 
1 phasemntent of the resist Absc '-~te nc - was dete*nc ' by ' spatial frequent+ 
exposet egions. Figure 6.6 shows fringes i~ lesist resulting from exposures at gaps of 
2.0, i - I -.4 p. Since we e x w o  n . nage TCG checkerboard marks (i 
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6.5 Summary 
We have described a means of measuring and verifying the gap between a mask 
and a substrate in proximity using a single mark on the mask. The novel aspect of this 
method is the combination of two independent means of ascertaining gap in a single 
mark: in one form, the spatial phase and frequency of interference fringes are observed 
with an oblique-incidence microscope using a non-exposing wavelength (TCG), and, in 
the other form, the spatial phase and frequency of fringes from the same mark are 
observed ex post facto in exposed resist (CTE). Gap is encoded in spatial phase and 
frequency in an identical manner in both forms. The forms are complementary since one 
is suited to measuring and setting gap prior to exposure, and the other is ideal for 
confirmation of the gap that existed during exposure. The Chirped Talbot fringes arise 
fiom surfaces of constant spatial frequency in an interference pattern (Talbot surfaces). 
The pattern of fringes is controlled via the chirp rate of the mark on the mask. This 
gapping method is fully compatible with the analogous Interferometric-Spatial-Phase 
Imaging (ISPI) alignment method, and meets the requirements of a plethora of 
applications including template or mask leveling, mask control at small exposure gaps, or 
scanning tip control, among others. 
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7 Effects of Perturbations 
This chapter examines the effects of numerous factors that might influence or 
degrade the accuracy of ISPI measurements. Overlayers of resist, polysilicon, and 
aluminum are tested and found to affect the fringe contrast, but not the spatial phase. The 
effects of grating defects are evaluated using purposeful imperfections in ISPI alignment 
marks. ISPI phase is measured as a function of microscope rotations in the incident and 
transverse planes. Specialized marks are introduced to verify the viewing angles, using 
interferometric effects. A scheme for automatic correction of small axial camera rotation 
errors is implemented. Readings from two separate ISPI microscopes, looking at the 
same alignment mark, were compared and found to be consistent, with mean differences 
<1 nm. 
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7.1 Process Layers 
Numerous alignment schemes described in Chapter 2 promised nanometer-level 
detection, yet in practice fell short of expectations, due in large part to the effects of 
process coatings. When alignment marks on the substrate are covered with various 
grown and deposited layers, such as resist, polysilicon, and aluminum, the phase and 
amplitude of the reflected light are changed due to scattering and interference of beams 
fiom the multiple interfaces. This usually alters the alignment signal, leading to overlay 
errors. 
We expect a spatial-phase detection scheme such as ISPI to be immune to many 
of these potentially disturbing influences. In an experiment, an ISPI alignment mark was 
etched into silicon, and half of the mark was covered with an overlayer (Fig. 7.1). The 
mark was observed with an ISPI microscope, and the resulting fringe patterns for the 




Fig. 7.1. ISPI image of fringes fiom an alignment mark etched into a substrate. Half of the mark 
was covered with an overlayer. The other half was left bare. Experiments were done in this 
manner with overlayers of resist, polysilicon, and aluminum. 
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t !,The effects on alignment of three types of overlayers-photoresist, polysilicon, 
and aluminum-were investigated. Substrate alignment marks consisted of gratings p, = 
3.7 km and p, = 4.0 pm, etched 100 nm deep into a Si substrate. The marks, which 
occupied an area 200x200 pm, were covered with a given overlayer, and then that 
overlayer was removed from one half of the substrate alignment mark (by exposure of 
coarse features aligned to the mark, and subsequent etching of the polysilicon and 
aluminum, or for resist, simple development and removal). Resist and polysilicon 
decreased fringe contrast, while aluminum increased contrast. The mask-to-substrate gap 
was typicallv 10 urn althoueh anv settine c-?, ~ ~ R ~ 1 ' 3 ~ 8 ~ ? #  &v, Q&ve3$fiy 
appropriate. 
Figure 7.2 displays the results of measufements of the difference in the spatial 
phase disemtinuity in the half of the alignment mark with the overlayer and the half 
without the overlayer. #lf RO 
Fig. 7.2. Immunity of ISPI to overlayers "f resist, polysilicon and aluminum. Layers of resist, 
polysilicon, and aluminum sre shown to dause minimal degradation of the alignment signal. 
Mean alignment errors are less than the detectivity of the alignment measurements. 
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The 100 measurements shown in Fig. 7.2 for each overlayer yielded a mean 
offset, 6, as well as a standard deviation, o. The measured effects of the overlayers were 
6 = 0.1 nm, o = 2.4 nm for 1 pm of photoresist25, 6 = 0.1 nm, o = 1.2 nm for 300 nm of 
deposited polysilicon, and 6 = 0.2 nm, o = 2.6 nm for 20 nm of deposited aluminum. 
The significance of the results is that an overlayer does not appear to affect the 
spatial phase of the interference pattern, although it does affect the image contrast. Since 
we signify alignment by the matching of the spatial phase across the midline of the CCD 
image, the effect of overlayers on alignment is negligible; in fact, the mean error is less 
than the detectivity of the measurement. 
We have demonstrated that any overlayer which causes a phase change on one 
side of the mark, will also, in all likelihood, affect the phase on the other side of the mark 
in exactly the same way since each set of fringes is formed by the interference of 
symmetric diffractions from mask and substrate gratings. In contrast, in an amplitude- 
based scheme, the alignment signal could depend on a plethora of factors such as the gap, 
overlayer type and thickness, transmission of the mask, output stability of the laser, etc. 
The only situation in which the phase symmetry in ISPI would be broken is for extreme 
variations in the layer thickness occurring over the small extent of the alignment mark 
(typically 400 pm in length, but as narrow as 80 pm). The data suggest that thickness 
variations of a magnitude sufficient to distort the signal are not encountered in practice. 
However, it should be noted that processes that induce a blazing of the gratings, 
i.e., an asymmetric covering of the gratings, will shift the grating lines in one direction. 
*' The ISPI phase measurement is invariant with the thickness of resist, since the diffraction angle is 
independent of the layer thickness. Since the two halves of the ISPI mark are in close proximity (typically 
-200 ym) the only variation of some concern to ISPI would be a ramp in the thickness of resist across the 
mark. Resist is typically flat and consistent in thickness to the nanometer level over the dimensions of the 
mark, and this is not observed to be a problem in practice. 
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This is equivalent to moving the substrate gratings, which we know will cause the 
observed fringes to shift in opposite directions. Thus, in the special case of asymmetric 
overlayers, we expect a spatial offset. However, the ability of ISPI to detect arbitrary 
offsets with equal accuracy should allow one to correct for a systematic error caused by 
an asymmetric covering of the grating. 
7.2 Grating Defects 
In any kind of moire alignment scheme, one would expect the alignment signal to 
be less sensitive to defects than a single line in a conventional amplitude alignment 
scheme. This is clear from statistics - the accuracy of the estimator increases with the 
size of the sample set. In ISPI the sample number is large: for example, marks contain up 
to 400 lines on the mask, and 400x200 = 80,000 boxes on the substrate checkerboard, 
producing one pair of moir6 fringes. One would expect deviation in position of one or a 
few grating lines, or other defects, to have a negligible effect on the phase of the fringe 
pattern. 
Since ISPI derives many of its strengths from the design of the diffraction 
structures, it is reasonable to examine how imperfections in the structures affect the 
quality of the alignment signal. We do this with purposeful imperfections written in the 
gratings: line omissions, line shifts, grating region shifts, and line-space ratio variations. 
In the mark designed for this experiment (Fig. 7.3), there are four grating sections 
on each side of a central reference grating. The substrate marks consist of a conventional 
checkerboard, with 1 pm period in the incident plane, and 2.05 pm period in the 
transverse direction. The reference region of the mark has a 2.05 pm-period grating on 
the mask and a 2.00 pn period checkerboard on the substrate. Mask marks contain eight 
test grating strips (each 45x400 pm), starting with a defect-free grating strip immediately 
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to the right of the reference grating. Increasing amounts of the defect occur in gratings 
Wher  to the right, and wrapping around to the opposite side. This arrangement makes 
the maximum and minimum amount of defects occur adjacent to the center reference 
grating. The nominal period in each grating strip is 2.00 pm. Figure 7.3 shows the 
design of one such mark. 
Gg. 7.3: ~ a n d ~ i i t e r  -66 design of dtifeci test m&k in the ~ s n o ~ d t k  lzt$out bogr&A~i&t 
grating regions are utilized, each with one more missing grating line. A grating region is 45x400 
pm. A central grating serves as a phase reference. The overall width of the mark is 409.6 pm. 
(The moh5 effect observed in this figure is an artifact of the resolution in the display screen.), ,, I I 
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7.2.1 Grating Line Omissions 
Using the mark shown in Fig. 7.3, and a checkerboard mark on the substrate, we 
observed a set of fiinges, shown in Fig. 7.4. 
Fig. 7.4. Images of gratings with omitted grating lines on the mask. The number of omitted lines 
along the horizontal increase from 0 to 3 on the right, and from 4 to 7 on the left. (a) and @) are 
images of the same mark, with different fringe positions, indicating how the defects affect the 
fringes as they move. Grating periods are pl = 2.00 pm and p~ = 2.05 pm. 
The omitted grating lines are evinced as dark, stationary regions. As the fringes 
move during alignment, the grating omissions constitute a stationary dip in intensity. The 
effect of the omission may be unobservable if it coincides with an intensity minimum of 
the undistorted fringe pattern, or may reduce contrast in one fringe in the pattern, as 
shown in Fig. 7.4(b). It is interesting to note that omission of one or two lines, 
amounting to up to 10% of the 41 pm fringe period, is not discemable. 
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7.2.2 Grating Line Shifts 
Shifts of a single grating line and a group of lines at the midpoint of the mark by 
successive e-beam step increments of 25 nrn are shown in Fig. 7.5. 
Fig. 7.5. (a) Image of fringes from a test mark with a single grating line in the middle of the mark 
shifted in the +Y direction by increasing amounts of 25, 50, 75 nm on the right, and 100, 125, 
150, and 175 nm on the left. (b) Image of a test mark with a group of grating lines shifted by the 
same amounts. One group is composed of 20 grating lines, equivalent to a 41 pm fringe period. 
In Fig. 7.5(a), the effect of a shift of a single grating line is effectively 
unobservable, even in shifts as large as 175 nm. 
Moving a section of the grating, as shown in Fig. 7.5(b), causes a prominent shift 
of one fringe by an amount that appears to be in proportion to the grating shift. 
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7.2.3 Line-Space Ratio Variations 
Figure 7.6 displays fringes resulting from variation in the line-space ratio on the 
mask gratings. 
Fig. 7.6. Images of fringes from a line-space ratio test mark. (a) Fringes resulting from 
increasing duty cycle: 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85. (b) Fringes resulting 
from decreasing duty cycle: 0.50, 0.45, 0.40, 0.35, 0.30, 0.25, 0.20, and 0.15. Numbers at the 
bottom of the figures indicate the percentage of the period occupied by an opaque line. 
In Fig. 7.6 (a) the opaque linewidth is increasing, from 50% of the period, up to 
85%. The fringes appear to have essentially constant intensity throughout the range of 
linewidths, even with 85% linewidth, in which case the clear aperture between lines is 
only 0.3 km, less than half of the 690 nm illumination wavelength. The diffraction 
efficiency appears to be more adversely affected by decreasing line-space ratios, as in 
Fig. 7.6(b). Overall, the images suggest that a very wide latitude is possible in the line- 
space ratio, indicating robustness to process variations. 
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7.3 Oblique Viewing Angles 
In Chapter 3, we alluded to the requirements of symmetric diffraction in ISPI fringe 
formation. Littrow-angle imaging breaks symmetry in one direction, but symmetry is 
required within the transverse plane to maintain balance between the two sets of ISPI 
fringes. Since the diffraction beam paths are normally symmetric on each side of the 
incident plane, we expect the ISPI fringes to vary if symmetry is broken, producing a 
constant phase bias. In an experiment, the amount of the phase bias is measured by 
rotating the incident illumination and viewing angles using a PI F-206 hexapod stage, 
while observing an alignment mark with an ISPI microscope. The hexapod stage controls 
the position of a single platform in six degrees of freedom with a set of six actuators. 
Software provided with the system can set a virtual point of rotation beyond the hexapod 
platform. In this experiment, we fixed the coordinate origin at an ISPI alignment mark 
on a mask, and rotated the microscope around the mark in 0,, 0,, and 0,. A constant 
alignment condition is maintained throughout the experiment by mechanically locking 
the mask-substrate position with studs. Results are shown in Fig. 7.7. 
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Fig. 7.7. Plot- ~f ISPI ~ b & & u I " & B W ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ - d & e .  at%itglesaby awwhg tbd angles of an 
ISPI micmswpe with a PI F-206 hexapod stage#. The incident plane is defined by the X and Z 
axes. (a) ISPI m z s m m t s  during a iotation of &. The slope sf the li~m fit is -12.4 nm/deg. 
@) ISPI measunmdilts duriog a rotation oft+. The slope of the linear fit is -3.3 nm/deg. (c) ISPI 
measurements during a rotation of Oz. The slopi: of the linear fit is -1 1.9 d d e g .  The data 
suggest angular coupling between incident and transverse angles in the stage, as well as some 
jitter in the stage. Tbe nomind minimum angular step size of the stage is O.OlO, A r' 
l *Hk-~m-adm-~waSyl WL mwmd t m m q i ~ m  
midJinhaor.rru-m 
a Many thanks to Jim Gareau and PI for the extended loan of the hexapod. 
The data in Fig. 7.7 demonstrates that a non-trivial linear phase bias will result 
from rotations in either 8, or 8,. The rate of bias is -12 nddeg in either case. Note that 
the maximum rotational deviation is *lo before image occlusion occurs, so in the worst 
case, the ISPI measurement will be offset by -25 nm. In 8, rotations within the incident 
plane, the data indicates a lower rate of phase bias (-3 nm/deC). 
A means of detecting the plane of symmetry is therefore desirable. We correct 
angular misalignment of the ISPI microscopes by manipulating the viewing angle while 
observing a set of center-chirped checkerboard marks on the k, a.k.a, angle-checking 
1- 
checkerboards, or ACC marks. The marks consist of checkerboards with a constant 2 pm 
(81 period in the incident (X) direction and a varying period in the transverse (Y) direction. 
In the marks shown in Fig. 7.8, the period varies linearly from 2 pm in the center, to 7.5 
pm on either end. 
Fig. 7.8. Optical micrographs of angle-checking checkerboard (ACC) marks on a mask. The 
tnmsverse ACC marlu are s ~ g . i c ~ y  chirp& &om,, 2.0 ~pai to 7.5 ptn along the transverse 
direction, and Hrue a constant 2 pan period in the incident.plaa. A set of three srmilm m&, 
with an inverted c e l g ~ ~ s  c chirp in one mak, indicate the ind6ent angle, .io., the hvo 
outer marks arc chirped &can 2 pmi in thg d e r  to 7.5 pm at thewemkr d thmiddle m e  i s  
chirped from 7.5 p in the mter to 2 pt& the endsn .fi 10 crcil~w a gnuub ehrnlnu,~:rlr! 
. L ~ ~ U J  x a d t r u  LI urn in&i)ni m w l d  gnilqur,~ tuluyt~ l a ~ g u r  
27 A phase bias due to angular devfikh- k' & k~%!l=i.=~&'&~ k& dG.tha-5 iu'&&&"g! a 
misalignment between the microscope and hexapod coordinate systems, resulting in a slight coupling of 
transverse-plane rotation bias into the incident-plane rotation. - -  - - - - - -  
. I H ~ I L , * ~ ~  #dl In WCA b5b1!3!$3 .A *I 11 lrl lina ~,LwLI l ~ i  4 ll~A~wlt ~.ttadd mi 
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Fig. 7.9. ISPI images of ACC marks with various states of misalignment in the incident (a) and 
transverse (b) planes. (c) Angular alignment in both incident and transverse directions. The gap 
was 10 pm, but mark symmetry is maintained over a wide range of gaps, even though the number 
of difiacted spots will vary. (Image quality suffers in these micrographs as a result of an older 
ISPI microscope design that used an internal beamsplitter.) 
These ACC marks result in bright spots that change position and number as a 
hnction of gap and the angle of the incident beam. One set of the ACC marks is 
sensitive to angles in the incident plane and the other set of ACC marks is sensitive to 
angles in the transverse plane. Diffraction patterns are formed by the ACC marks in a 
manner similar to the TCG fringes in Chapter 5. Images from the ACC marks, as formed 
in the ISPI microscopes, are shown in Fig. 7.9. 
If one considers the fringe formation mechanisms, one will see that for the 
transverse ACC marks, symmetry in the diffracted beams on either side of the incident 
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plane is imitated by symmetry of the spot patterns. Angles in the incident plane are 
determined with a related mark consisting of three patterns: two outer symmetric chirped 
checkerboards with maximum period in the middle and one chirped checkerboard with 
minimum period in the mark center. When at the proper angle, one spot is seen in the 
inner mark and two spots are arranged symmetrically in each outer mark. 
In another version of the transverse-sensitive ACC marks, the chirped 
checkerboards have a 1.0 pm period in the X direction, and linear chirps in Y with a 
center period of 1.00 pm, and maximum periods of 1.25, 1 S O ,  2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 
10.00, and 20.00 pm, respectively. The dimension of each checkerboard is 20x400 pm. 
Images of these marks, as seen in an ISPI microscope, are in Fig. 7.10. 
Fig. 7.10. CCD images of the ACC marks at transverse angles, viewed with an ISPI microscope. 
These ACC marks contain a range of center-symmetric chirped checkerboards with periods 
varying from a center period of 1.00 mm to end-periods varying between 1.25 mm and 20 mm, 
with a 1.0 mm period in the Littrow direction. Mark lengths are 400 mm. (a) Angular 
misalignment is indicated by significant asymmetry in the fringe patterns, compared with a 
horizontal centerline. (b) ACC fi-inges corresponding to maximum alignment, indicating the 
diffracted beams have symmetry on both sides of the incident plane. Sensitivity of these ACC 
marks to angular variations in the transverse plane is <O.OlO, indicating suppression of error in 
1SPl fringes to <0.12 nm. (Micrographs taken using a newer ISPI microscope without an internal 
beamspl itter.) 
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Observing the ACC marks in Fig. 7.10 while adjusting the hexapod stage indicates 
that the sensitivity of the ACC marks is beyond the resolution of the hexapod: the angular 
resolution of the ACC marks is < O.OlO, implying that the ISPI phase bias can be reduced 
to < 0.12 nm. 
7.4 Axial Rotation of the Camera 
The standard ISPI phase algorithm detects the phase difference between the 
average of position of two sets of fringes. Each of the two fringe sets is averaged along 
pixels in the X direction prior to analysis with a cross-power spectrum. Averaging 
presupposes that the fringe position is aligned to the X-coordinate of the image. 
Misalignment of the coordinate systems of the ISPI marks and the CCD camera will 
result in a perceptual error in the spatial phase relation, i.e., an unintended phase bias due 
to opposite shifts in the mean position of inclined fringes on the two sides of the mark. 
The amount of the phase bias @B is expressed as 
where W is the width of the mark (including both fringe sets), and PF is the fringe period. 
Three methods of correcting this error have been implemented. 
The most straightforward way to avoid errors introduced by camera rotation is to 
align the X-axis of the camera to long, narrow diffraction gratings on the mask or 
substrate. Two parallel diffraction gratings are used, with 1 pm period in the incident 
plane, 5 pm width, and a separation of 30 pm in the transverse direction. When viewed 
with an ISPI microscope, an electronic fiducial line is superposed on the image, and the 
camera is mechanically rotated to align the diffracting bars on the mask and substrate to 
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the electronic fiducial line. The diffracting bars extend throughout the horizontal field of 
view of the camera (800 pm), and easily could be included in the streets between dies. 
Let us assume that the parallelism of the electronic fiducial line and the bars can be 
detected within 1 pixel (7.4 pm), pl = 2.00 pm, p2 = 2.05 pm, and the fringe period PF = 
41 pm, with a mark width of 400 pm and separation of 200 pm between the centers of 
each fringe set. By similar triangles the best rotational alignment results in a fringe 
displacement of AyF = 200(7.4/800) pm = 1.85 pm. The relative phase error is 1.85141 
pm = 0.045 1 x2x. One fringe cycle corresponds to a displacement of -0.5 pm, hence the 
unintended phase bias is 0.5pmx0.0451 = 23 nm. Clearly, an additional means of 
removing phase bias is desirable. 
There are two alternatives: in one case we can easily modify the algorithm, by 
splitting the analysis of each fringe set into two or more parts, and calculating the rotation 
angle from these parts. (In the limit, we can calculate the phase of each column in the 
image, compared to an initial column. We have used this algorithm at times, but it is not 
commonly used due to the large number of FFTs.) In the other case, we can add an 
additional set of fringes, as shown in Fig. 7.1 1. 
Fig. 7.1 1. ISPI image of a 3-part mark. Fringe periods result fiom (pl, p2), (p2, pl), (pl, p2) 
grating arrangements, where the superposed pairing indicates (mask period, substrate period). 
Mask and substrate bar arrays are seen to the right of the fi-inges. Errors due to rotation of the 
camera are eliminated automatically by the difference in phase measurements between (i) the 
phase between the first and third fringe sets, and (ii) the phase between the second fringe set and 
either of the outer fringe sets. This algorithm was suggested by Dr. Patrick N. Everett. The same 
technique can be applied to gapping fringes. 
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The third fringe set has the same grating periods as the first set, and there will be a 
zero phase difference between first and third fringe sets if the camera rotation is zero. 
Finite camera rotation is eliminated by subtracting the phase between the first and second 
(counterpropagating) fringe sets from the phase between the first and third 
(copropagating) fringe sets. This scheme is limited by the rotation of the fringes outside 
of rectangular regions of interest in the image and rotation-induced phase ambiguity. 
The advantage of this scheme is that only two phase measurements are required. 
Another advantage is that the marks are symmetric with respect to the centerline, which 
may make the marks insensitive to flips or rotations fiom printing on transparent 
surfaces. The disadvantage is that an additional set of fringes is added, which will either 
require more area, or narrower fringe sets in the same area. 
7.5 Microscope Variation 
High measurement sensitivity is meaningless unless it is reproducible with 
multiple instruments. This is especially significant in ISPI, which uses three microscopes 
to determine three-dimensional position. To demonstrate reproducibility, we arranged 
two ISPI microscopes to observe the same alignment mark fiom opposite directions. The 
purpose of this experiment is twofold: first, it will reveal any consistent measurement 
bias and determine if small deviations in detected alignment are real, or noise. This 
experiment also will show any variation of the alignment signal from one microscope to 
another that may be caused by differences in the optics, CCD cameras, fibers, mirrors, 
microscope alignment, etc. 
In the experiment, two ISPI microscopes, looking from opposite directions, 
observed the same alignment mark. Each microscope mirror was adjusted to the optimal 
angle based upon observations of the ACC marks (Section 7.3). Axial camera rotations 
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were minimized by physically rotating the cameras to match fiducial lines on the mask, 
and using multiple analysis regions on each fringe set. Illumination fiom one microscope 
produces a specular reflection off the mask that is directed into the opposite microscope. 
As a result, the measurements were taken alternately, with the light from one microscope 
blocked while measurements were made through the other microscope Sequences of 
such alternating measurements were made, for a total of 150 measurements through each 
microscope. The results are shown in Fig. 7.12. 
ScOpd2 Scope 2 *ope2 
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Fig. 7.12: Two ISPI microscopes alternately observe the same alignment mark from opposite 
directions, with the mask locked to the subitrate at a 3 jm gap. The difference'in mean values 
measured between the two microscopes is 0.0 1 nm. ,f5 , I ~ * N  YI-II~I~I, 4+q4mv~tfd i - k i i r ~  
The mask was mechanically locked to the substrate by 3 pm-tall aluminum I J ~ ~ I I ~ I ~ I ~  
spacers (a.k.a. studs) evaporated on the mesa rim surrounding the mask membrane. 
Setting the mask on the studs implies that the mask and substrate are held in mechanical 
contact by friction, thereby avoiding relative motion. Any effects of vibration or drift of 
the mask stage are eliminated when the mask is in contact with the substrate through the 
studs. 
Both microscopes measured an alignment offset of -51 nm, with a standard 
deviation (1 nm, and a difference in mean values of 0.01 nm. Microscope #2 gave 
noisier fringes than #l .  However, the noisy fringes did not adversely affect the 
measurement significantly, indicating the robustness of the measurement. 
7.6 Summary 
One of the distinctive advantages of ISPI over other interferometers is the ability to 
analyze two displacement-sensitive signals at once, with the same sensor, and obtain a 
position measurement from the relative phase of the two measurements. The advantage 
of this method is that whatever affects one measurement will also affect the other, 
adjacent measurement. The two fringe patterns are observed side-by-side, in close 
proximity, and whatever affects one measurement will usually affect the other 
measurement in the same way, and by the same amount. We refer to this property as 
"mutual phase referencing". 
In Section 3.2.2, we calculated that resist coverings will change the optical path 
lengths, but will not change the angles of diffraction outside the resist or the phase of the 
interference fringes. In this chapter we described experimental evidence of the immunity 
of ISPl to layers covering the substrate marks. The intensity of the beams passing 
through resist was diminished, having a slight effect on the image contrast, but essentially 
zero variation was observed in the spatial phase. Similar results are found for layers of 
polysilicon and aluminum. 
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Section 7.2 examined the effects of grating defects on the ISPI alignment signal. 
Shifts of a single grating line were essentially unobservable, as were omissions of grating 
lines amounting to -10% of the fringe period. The fringes also allowed wide latitude in 
grating line-space ratio. 
Section 7.3 described the effect of viewing-angle rotations on the fringe phase. 
Experiments indicated a phase bias of -12 nmldeg. New interferometric marks were 
introduced to detect viewing angles within an ISPI image to <0.0l0, sufficient for <0.12 
nm phase bias. 
Section 7.4 considered the problem of phase bias introduced by rotation of the 
camera around the optical axis. Coarse and fine methods of camera-fringe alignment 
were discussed, including a three-fringe variation on the ISPI mark that automatically 
cancels rotation. 
Section 7.5 responds to the necessity of measurement reproducibility in different 
microscopes. Two ISPI microscopes measure fringes from a single alignment mark, and 
report mean alignment consistency to 0.0 1 nm. 
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8 ISPI Alignment System 
This chapter will depict the ISPI aligning and gapping apparatus. The imaging 
system consists of three ISPl microscopes, four diode lasers and a spectrometer. 
Positioning stages utilize a custom 5-axis piezo stage with 0.5 nrn X and Y step size. An 
x-ray source is used for aligned exposures. A procedure for x-ray source alignment 
completes the chapter. 
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Fig. 8.1. ISPI alignment system and user 
Fig. 8.2. ISPI nanopositioning apparatus and control system. 
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8.1 Mask Stage 
The mask stage consists of a PI P-730.20 XY piezo stage with integrated capacitive 
sensors. The x-ray mask is held in an annular clamp. The clamp rests in an outer annular 
ring, attached to the XY stage. The mask is held by gravity in a bevel in the lower ring, 
but is free to move in Z when the mask is brought into contact, thereby releasing the 
mask from the outer ring. Due to the height of the clamp ring, the stages can continue to 
move towards the substrate after mask-substrate contact, in which case the mask is 
resting on aluminum studs deposited on the circumference of the mask mesa, and is 
independent of any stage drift. The mask is held in place on the substrate by its own 
weight. An E-7 10.4CL four-channel digital controller with 32-bit resolution in the piezo 
amplifier controls the XY piezo mask stage. The range of the XY piezo stage is 50 pm 
and the resolution is 0.5 nm. 
The XY piezo stage is held in a custom 2-tip-tilt stage with three PI P-841.lB 
piezos with integrated strain gauges. The piezos are actuated by an E-503 LVPZT 
amplifier, and the displacement is linearized over the full range of travel using an E509- 
S3 PZT servo controller. An E-516 GPIB interface module communicates with the 
alignment system's main computer. The range in each Z piezo is 15 pm and the 
resolution is 1 nm. 
The XY piezo stage and the three Z piezos are controlled by the main system 
computer through a National Instruments GPIB interface card. 
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Fig. 8.3. (a) Photograph of the XY piezo stage for the mask. (b) An annular ring holds the mask. 
The ring is contained between circular plates attached to the XY piezo stage. (c) Photograph of 
the custom Z-tip-tilt piezo stage in the alignment system, with the XY mask stage and an x-ray 
mask in the exposure position. The XY stage is inverted when used in the alignment system. The 
XY piezo stage is held in the system by a three-piezo Z-tip-tilt stage, which in turn is held in a 
DC-servo-driven 25 mm-travel-range Z-tip-tilt stage. 
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8.2 Substrate Stage 
Fig. 8.4. Photograph of the substrate stage in the sample-loading position. The stage contains X, 
Y, and rotation DC drives with integrated optical encoders. X and Y range is 100 mm, and 
minimum step size is 25 nm. Rotation range is 360 degrees and step size is 0.5 arcsec. 
The substrate is actuated with a Newport PM-500 XY0 stage. The X and Y axes 
, I , i : ~  I h r r r m n d m m  A n u T  ?hmnr~ifinf 
employ DC drives with optical encoders, w~th a minimum step si-J of 25 nm in X and Y. 
rf mdglrlw ( b.4 %e rozf,! Z g 3 E a  k%EZ! %$ si ' ,?~PE!K!,"on~~% X e e  axes o? tfie 
I V W  s d n p g  nicuomc 
subS~",P,"se~~&%11 as three DC drives used for coarse gap con!roI, are contro~led with 
a Newport PMSOO-C 6-axis stage controller. A GPIB card interfaces to the main system 
computer. The substrate stage holds samples up to 200 mm diameter. 
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8.3 Imaging System 
The microscopes are based on commercial Moritex MML6-11OD machine vision 
lenses, with modifications to the illumination input. The microscope working distance is 
1 10 mm, and the focal depth is 150 pm. Resolution is 1 1 pm. Light is incident at a 4' 
angle from above the optical axis using a custom designed fiber holder [PNEC design]. 
Imaging and illumination paths are deflected towards the mask and substrate with a 
silicon mirror. The mirror angles are adjusted with a New Focus kinematic tip-tilt stage 
and Newport microrail components, and a custom rail attachment. The fiber optic is a 
single-mode design, with a 3 pm core and a pigtail collimator, from OZ Optics. Clamps 
and microrail components hold the microscope body to an independent Newport XYZ 
stage for each microscope. DC motors with 1 pm resolution and up to 100 mm travel 
range actuate the stages. The motors are controlled remotely with Newport stage 
controllers. 
Sony XC-ES30 monochromatic cube cameras are used for the alignment 
experiments. The image sensor is "113-inch format", and contains 768x494 pixels, each 
with dimensions of 6.35~7.40 pm. The signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor is 60 dB. Each 
camera uses a single Hirose cable to supply power and contain the video output. 
The analog video streams from the microscopes are digitized using National 
Instruments PCI- 1408 frarnegrabbers. Each framegrabber can acquire images from up to 
four inputs. Two framegrabbers are used in a rotating framegrabbing order, to avoid 
video glitches when changing input channels. The framegrabbers can be synchronized 
for simultaneous image grabs. LabVIEW IMAQ software is used for image acquisition 
and analysis. 
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mn era 
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Fig. 8.5 (a' Photograph of an ISPI dual-path microscope. (b) Photograph of three ISPI 
microscopes o~liquely viewing ISPI marks o n  a mask. Illumination is brought in with single- 
mode fiber optics, collimated, and reflected by a metalized silicon substrate sliver down to the 
mask and substrate at a near-Littrow angle. D!fhcted beams return at a similar angle, and a~ 
imaged onto CCD cameras by 6x microscopes at a working distance of 1 10 mm fiom the mask, 
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In this section we des&be an appl ikation bandwidth to 
be varied to optimize for alignment (wideband) ent (narrowband). In 
Chapter 3 we discrr~~ed the achfOfflZitic characteristic of the alignment marks that helps 
avoid spurious influences fiom W f i l r n  interference effects, and in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 
we noted the single-line requirmmts in gap measurements. The Chromatic Fabry-Perot 
gap scheme depends a a pence pf multiple s i~gle  wavehngths, and the Transverse 5 
Chirp Gapping depends evduption at a known, s w e  wavelength. We meet these 
IT:. 
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Fig. 8.6. Schematic of the Closed-Loop, Variable-Bandwidth (CLVB) light source. The CLVB 
source optimizes the bandwidth for either aligning (broadband, equal power), or gapping (single 
line). (Images of components are to different scales.) A set of four fiber-coupled beamsplitters 
mixes the four input wavelengths equally in four outputs. ISPI microscopes use three outputs, 
and the fourth is used for spectral analysis. 
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The CLVB light source consists of four Lasiris diode lasers (655, 678, 683, and 
687 nm, 30 mW apiece) whose spectrum is mixed in a combination of four beamsplitters 
from OZ Optics. The beamsplitters are cross-coupled to achieve equal amounts of each 
spectral line in each of four fiber outputs. The ISPI microscopes use three of these 
outputs, and the fourth output is used by a compact spectrometer (CVI Optics), whose 
output is transferred to a computer and used to ascertain the wavelength and power 
transmitted through the spectral mixer. The power of each laser diode is subsequently 
adjusted to obtain the desired spectral content. 
8.5 Source Axis Alignment 
When a point x-ray source is employed, such as the electron-bombardment x-ray 
source used in this dissertation, the position of the source relative to the mask patterns 
must be known prior to exposure to ensure pattem placement accuracy. At a finite gap, 
exposed features will display a geometric offset proportional to the gap and the radial 
distance from a point of symmetry directly underneath the source. The point of 
symmetry intersects a ray from the source that is normal to the substrate surface. This 
ray defines an axis between the source and mask, which we refer to as the source axis. 
Even at the large source-mask distance (274.5 mm) and small mask-substrate 
gaps we typically use (1 to 5 pm), image magnification is not negligible, and in fact may 
amount to several nanometers. Specifically, for nanometer overlay the gap must be 
known and controlled to 10.1 pm and the source axis must be known within about 100 
Locating the source axis may seem an onerous restriction for large-area 
patterning, but setting the gap to a known value, and biasing the feature positions in the 
mask pattern can compensate for the source-divergent magnification. The trick is to find 
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the source axis with sufficient resolution to reduce the source-divergence errors to <1 
nm28. 
In the x-ray source attached to the ISPI apparatus (electron-bombardment source 
with a copper target, with a peak output at h = 1.3 nm), a 1-pm-thick, 1-cm-diameter 
silicon-nitride membrane forms a lower part of the vacuum chamber containing the x-ray 
source. Although hanging a plum line would be a very simple means of finding the 
source axis, it is not possible to do so through the membrane vacuum window. 
Measuring the position of the external vacuum chamber is also unsatisfactory, due to 
thermal deformation of the electron filament that causes the focal spot of electrons on the 
copper target to migrate (with a slow time constant) around the geometric center of the 
target. Laser positioning is another possibility: a laser beam could be split, with one arm 
retroreflected from a fiducial point on the substrate and the other arm centered on the 
copper target. Coincidence of both beams on the target would signify alignment of the 
source. However, this too is insufficient due to uncertainty in the exact position on the 
target from which the x-rays emanate. The solution we pursue in this section is to 
measure the x-ray flux directly, and from its divergence, deduce the source axis. Once 
the source axis is found, any mark of interest on the mask or substrate is aligned to the 
source axis with an optical microscope, which is sufficient for source-axis alignment to 
4 0 0  pm. 
28 A commercial x-ray lithography system would use a collimated beam, such as in a synchrotron or 
collimated-plasma x-ray source. Other forms of proximity lithography would not have this problem. For 
example, in imprint lithography there is no need to have a collimated UV source, since the template is in 
contact with the organic monomer on the substrate. 
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8.5.1 Scanning X-ray Pinhole Camera 
The first step in finding the x-ray source axis is coarse alignment to position the 
source at the center of numerous apertures along the x-ray beampath. The critical 
apertures include the electron shield, which is about 1 cm above the x-ray source, the 1- 
micron thick, 1-cm-diameter silicon-nitride vacuum window, the stainless steel bellows 
connecting the vacuum chamber to the helium box, and the viewport aperture. The 
viewport aperture consists of an 18.75 mm diameter hole bored through a 12.5 rnrn thick, 
100 mm diameter optical flat in the top of the helium chamber. This viewport allows 
multiple ISPI microscopes to view any portion of the x-ray mask during exposure. The 
viewport is in a fixed position in the center of a 12" diameter stainless steel plate that 
forms the top of the helium chamber. Since the viewport is the aperture fiuthest from the 
x-ray source, it has the greatest potential to obscure x-rays at the mask plane. 
Adjustments in position are made to the vacuum chamber containing the x-ray 
source. DC motors on 25 mm cross-roller bearings control the x-ray source position in X 
and Z. Y adjustment is made manually, by releasing a clamp containing the neck of the 
ion pump, and sliding the neck through its yoke. Rotational adjustments in the X-Z plane 
are made manually in the same fashion. 
To perform the coarse alignment we use a commercial board-level CCD camera 
[8.11] with an opaque disk in the camera's C-mount containing a 1-mm-diameter pinhole, 
mounted to the rear of the substrate stage. The CCD has its cover glass removed to allow 
penetration of x-rays. The substrate stage is displaced on a cross-roller bearing stage to 
bring the camera underneath the x-ray source. Custom software scans the substrate stage 
in a raster pattern in X and Y to generate an image of the x-ray flux passing through the 
various apertures in the x-ray beampath, building up an image of the x-ray flux at the 
substrate plane, as shown in Fig. 8.7. At each scan step, the image intensity over the 
CCD is integrated and displayed as one pixel in a 2D array. The source position is 
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aligned to the column by iterations of mechanical adjustments and imaging the x-ray flux. 
The step size selected in a scan was a tradeoff between scan duration and resolution. 
Initial scans were coarse, with an 8 mrn step size, and later scans were at reduced step 
sizes, down to 500 pm. Finer estimation of the source axis requires another method, 
described in the following section. 
Fig. 8.7. 2D intensity plots of data fkom the scanning x-ray pinhole camera The scan is over a 
range of 40x40 mm, with step sizes of (a) 8, (b) 4 and (c) 1 mm. 
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8.5.2 Micropipette Alignment Apparatus 
The apparatus we use to measure the x-ray flux source axis is shown in Fig. 8.8. 
We use the same CCD camera as in the scanning x-ray pinhole camera. We replace the 
pinhole with a thin sheet of aluminum-coated mylar (12.7 ym thick) that significantly 
attenuates optical wavelengths (90% attenuation), but has a negligible attenuation of x- 
rays. The CCD, with its mylar sheet, is mounted on a tip-tilt stage on the side of the 
substrate stage. Above the CCD is a close-packed bundle of micropipettes (700 ym inner 
diameter, 33 mm long, with approximately 30 tubules), mounted on a separate tip-tilt 
stage. 
Top View of 
Micropipette Bundle 
Fig. 8.8. Schematic of x-ray source alignment geometry. Not to scale. 
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8.5.3 X-ray Alignment Procedure 
Prior to finding the source axis, the plane of the CCD is made parallel to the 
substrate plane using laser retroreflection from both surfaces, and the axis of the 
micropipettes is adjusted to be parallel to the substrate normal. 
The alignment procedure is as follows: a 3x normal-incidence microscope above the 
substrate contains a beamsplitter behind the objective lens. A diode laser beam is 
coupled into this beamsplitter, and emerges collimated from the objective, coincident 
with the optical axis. The laser beam is directed toward the substrate surface with an 
adjustable mirror. The angles of the mirror are adjusted until the laser beam 
retroreflected from the substrate surface is superimposed with a second beam resulting 
from internal backreflection within the beamsplitter, and detected on the microscope's 
CCD, indicating that the optical axis, as indicated by the laser beam, is perpendicular to 
the substrate. Since the bright retroreflected beam obscures the weak reflection from the 
internal beamsplitter, an opaque card intermittently blocks the beam external to the 
microscope. The relative position of the beams is compared using electronic crosshairs 
on captured images. (A pinhole in front of the objective lens confirms that the laser is 
reflected perpendicularly to the substrate.) Next, the substrate stage slides away from the 
microscope until the x-ray CCD mounted on the rear of the substrate stage is underneath 
the 3x microscope. The tip-tilt stage holding the x-ray CCD is adjusted to retroreflect the 
laser beam to the microscope's CCD, thereby ensuring that the x-ray CCD plane is 
parallel to the substrate. Without moving the microscope, a micropipette bundle is 
mounted above the x-ray CCD and adjusted on its own tip-tilt stage so that the 
retroreflected laser beam travels straight down one pipette and returns along the same 
path. Images of the micropipettes in the alignment procedure are shown in Fig. 8.9. The 
pipette angles are adjusted until a single optical mode is observed within the pipette (Fig. 
8.9(d)), indicating alignment of the micropipettes to the substrate normal within a few 
microradians. 
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Fig. 8.9. Images of a glass micropipette (inner diameter = 700 pm) taken with a normal- 
incidence 3x microscope and coaxial laser illumination (h = 690 nm). The laser is oriented at the 
normal to the substrate and x-ray CCD. A silicon piece placed over the x-ray CCD camera 
reflects the laser back through the micropipette. Images (a), (b), and (c) display interference 
fringes within the micropipette at various tilt angles. Image (d) shows a concentric interference 
pattern resulting from alignment of the axis of the micropipette to the laser beam normally- 
reflecting from the CCD. 
1u 
emeath ntil (a) 
n 
T- determine the source am>, the C ~ ~ - ~ ~ l l c r o p i p e t t e  asstxrruly is scanned 
und the x-ray source u I x-rays are observed passing through some 
micropipettes, and (b) the pattern tormed by the x-ray flux is symmetric to a fiducial 
point in the micropipette bundle ( ~oint de :he hexagonal close-packed array, 
Fig. 8. lo). 
fect in 1 
The divergence of the x-ray point source results in obscuration of the x-ray flux by 
the micropipettes, in proportion to the distance away from the system axis. This radially- 
dependent obscuration yields a pattern detected by the CCD, shown in Fig. 8.10(b), in 
which the source axis intercepts the image in its upper left comer. 
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(a) 
Fig. 8.10. (a) Image of point-defect taken with 3x microscope, observing 
the top plane of the bundle. (b) Image of x-ray flw through the micropipette bundle, observed by 
the x-ray CCD camera. Here the x-rap ed. (c) Image of x-ray flux with the 
source axis aligned to the fiducial pea dle. 
In the source alignment procedure: (1) the. micropipette bundle is translated to the 
point of maximum pattern symmetry (Fig. 8.10(c)), (2) the center of the bundle is 
1 t 
observed with the 3x optical microscope and denoted with crosshairs (Fig. 8.1 l(a)), and 
(3) a point on the x-ray mask, observed with the microscope, is aligned to the crosshairs 
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Fig. 8.1 1. Images acquired with a normal-incidence 3x microscope. (a) After the micropipette 
bundle is centered on the x-ray flux, the 3x mjmscope views the top of the b W e ,  and 
electronic crosshairs denote the center of the bundle. (b) The mask is loaded, and the desired 
m ~ , a s v i c w e d o n t b e m ~ ~ , i ~ ~ i ~ e d t o t ~ ~ s ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  i i ; i i ? r y t ? ~ r l  nl F I T P ~ I ~ ~ ~ I L ~ I ~  Y ~ I  
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Using a 3 pm gap and a source-mask separation of 274.6 mm this scheme enables 
alignment of the mask to the system axis within 100 pm, corresponding to overlay runout 
<I nm. 
8.6 Summary 
This chapter described the components of the nanopositioning apparatus, including 
a five-axis, 0.5 nm-resolution piezo mask stage, ISPI microscopes and closed-loop 
variable-bandwidth illumination system, and a method of aligning the x-ray source to a 
fiducial point on the mask that directly uses the x-rays emanating from the point source to 
locate the source axis. We estimate that we can align the source axis and the alignment 
mark to -400 microns, corresponding to <1 nrn error with a 3 pm gap. 
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9 Lithographic Overlay Experiments 
In this chapter experimental evidence demonstrates sub-3 nm overlay and sub-1 
nm detectivity, using ISPI metrology. Experiments are done with x-ray exposures of a 
mask and substrate, and the veracity of the ISPI measurements is determined by the 
difference between fringe measurements in ISPI microscopes and phase measurements of 
patterns in exposed resist. Overlay experiments are performed with the mask in contact 
with the substrate, as well as with feedback control of the mask during exposures at finite 
gaps. Alignment of upper and lower gates in a double-gate MOSFET transistor is 
demonstrated using multiple ISPI feedback-controlled exposures. 
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9.1 Alignment Detectivity Experiment with Contact Exposure 
An experimental verification of the detectivity of ISPI compared the spatial phase 
detected by ISPI microscopes prior to exposure with the spatial phase of a moire pattern 
in the resist after exposure and development. Before the exposure, a fringe pattern 
resulting from the interference of diffracted beams was observed by the ISPI 
microscopes. After the exposure, a moire pattern between the patterned resist and the 
complementary pattern etched into the substrate was viewed at normal incidence by an 
ordinary optical microscope. Despite the fact that the two types of fringes are observed 
with different microscopes with different viewing orientations, and are formed by 
different physical mechanisms, the spatial phase should be the same in both cases. The 
degree of agreement between the two moire patterns is taken as an indication that the 
pattern transferred to the resist is highly correlated with the ISPI measurement and the 
ability of the fringes seen before exposure to successf~lly predict the critical figure of 
merit: the phase, and hence alignment, of patterns exposed in resist. These experiments 
were done with the mask in contact with the substrate to (a) avoid drift of alignment 
during exposure and (b) to eliminate alignment artifacts due to the divergence of the x- 
ray point source. 
In preparation for this experiment, numerous factors required consideration. First, 
an array of marks was written on a mask to allow statistics to be generated using a single 
mask and exposure. Multiple marks, distributed through different e-beam fields, raised 
issues of pattern placement accuracy. Interfield errors, such as stitching errors, exist 
between e-beam fields (409.6 x 409.6 pm per field), and constitute unpredictable shifting, 
rotation and scaling of the field by 10s of  nanometer^^^. Interfield errors, if included in 
the detectivity of ISPI, would invalidate the experiment. Marks written within a single 
29 The problem of e-beam pattern placement accuracy can be solved by spatial-phase locking methods 
[9.1]. But using Spatial Phase-Locked E-Beam Lithography (SPLEBL) to write the mask would only 
convolve its performance with that of ISPI, and would not truly elucidate ISPI detectivity. 
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field, i.e., intrafield distortions, however, can contain distortions below 1 nm. The 
dimensional consistency from mark to mark may be further complicated by distortions in 
the mask resulting from absorber stress, as well as stress induced by the mask holder. 
Pattern magnification due to the exposure point source was eliminated by performing the 
exposure with the mask in intimate contact with the substrate. 
The question of ISPI detectivity was separated from these issues simply by taking 
the difference of the spatial phase measurements before exposure (in an ISPI microscope) 
and after exposure (in resist, viewed with a normal-incidence microscope). Of course, 
the absolute value of the measurements exhibited the distortions discussed above, but the 
difference of the spatial phases is the only quantity necessary to determine correlation 
between observed and actual alignment. 
A final issue is how to measure with nanometer accuracy the placement of the 
patterns in the resist relative to patterns etched previously in the substrate. Since we are 
interested in nanometer or sub-nanometer measurements, there is no measurement 
method currently available in the semiconductor industry suitable for this task. However, 
moire methods are well known to yield sufficiently high sensitivity, and fortuitously, a 
moire pattern is formed between the resist and the complementary grating mark etched 
into the substrate, which has the same fringe period as the interference fringes viewed by 
ISPI. The question of analysis method then has a simple response: we analyze both the 
ISPI microscope image and the resist moire image using the same algorithm. 
With the above considerations in mind, we designed a special alignment test mask 
and conducted the x-ray exposure tests as follows. We wrote on a single x-ray mask that 
contained 96 of the {pl, p2) alignment marks appropriate for ISPI, plus a variety of 
additional patterns. The alignment mark gratings had periods of 1.00 and 1.05 pm. A 
first x-ray exposure in contact transferred the mask patterns onto a silicon substrate, 
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where they were subsequently etched in relief using reactive-ion etching. The substrate 
was then recoated with SAL 601 resist and placed back in the ISPI alignment apparatus. 
The x-ray mask was rotated 180 deg. which, by virtue of its designed symmetry, brought 
(pi, pz} gratings on the mask into superposition with {p2, pl} marks on the substrate (i.e., 
a 180 deg. rotation converted {pl, pz} pairs to {pz, pl} pairs). The mask was aligned and 
lowered onto the substrate, where it went into intimate contact. A lateral shift of -100 
nm occurred when the mask went into contact30. After the mask was in intimate contact, 
we observed and recorded the phase disparity between the two halves of each mark, and 
converted that into a displacement, called AX1. Following exposure, we developed the 
resist and measured the overlay of the {pl, pz) resist patterns on the {p2, pl) relief 
gratings in Si for all of the mark pairs, using a normal-incidence Leitz microscope. A 




Fig. 9.1. (a) Fringe pattem observed through ISPI microscope. (b) Fringe pattern in a moire 
pattern between exposed resist and grating in substrate, observed by a Leitz microscope. 
The measured displacement of the moid image of resist on a silicon relief grating 
is called AX2. We call the quantity (AXI - AX2) the "disparity between detected and 
JO The lateral shift is attributed to small inequalities in the height of the mesa surrbukding the mask 
membrane. The shift occurred despite leveling the mask prior to bringing it into contact with the substrate, 
and varied by 10s of nm between repeated contact cycles. 
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measured misalignment". The alignment difference was found for 24 marks. The 
difference of these measurements is plotted in Fig. 9.2 for marks with 1 .OO and 1.05 pm 
grating period. Alignment as perceived by ISPI and alignment shown in the exposed 









Fig. 9.2. ISPI alignment detectivity, showing a histogram of (AX1 - AX2) for the 1 pm-period 
alignment marks. The difference of moirC fringes as detected in an ISPI microscope before 
exposure and fringes observed in resist with a different microscope at normal incidence after 
exposure and development. The x-ray exposure is done with the mask in contact with the 
substrate to eliminate the effect of point-source magnification. The mean difference was 0.1 nm 
and o= 0.9 nrn. 
We believe this experiment proves that there is a correspondence between the 
misalignment, as detected by the ISPI optics and algorithm, and the misalignment as 
measured in x-ray-exposed resist. We believe the results demonstrate that the ISPI 
scheme has a detectivity of misalignment better than 1 nm, with a standard deviation of 
<1 nm. 
It should be emphasized that the same marks are used for both measurements, yet 
the means of detection are quite distinct. There is a substantial difference between the 
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two types of fringes, in both their underlying physical formation and the observation 
mechanisms. The ISPI fringes are viewed at an angle of 20" using the low-NA, low 
magnification ISPI microscopes with multiple laser line illumination, while the fringes in 
resist are viewed at normal incidence with a high-NA, high magnification microscope 
and white light. Despite these differences in the means of viewing the fringes, the 
disparities between the two forms of measurements were 4 nm. 
This experiment gives a measure of detectivity that is independent of many 
undesirable influences. However, due to issues involved with mask-su bstrate contact 
(risk of breaking the mask, uncontrollable shifts upon contact, particulate contamination, 
time required to reach gas equilibrium on both sides of the membrane, etc.), this 
experiment does not prove alignment capability in realistic industrial conditions, which 
involve a small, but finite, gap between the mask and substrate. Nanometer-level drift 
occurring when the mask and substrate are separated requires continuous feedback 
stabilization to achieve nanometer overlay. 
9.2 Overlayed Exposures with Feedback Control 
In the following sections we will examine open-loop behavior, stability of the ISPI 
alignment system when using feedback-controlled positioning, and then demonstrate 72- 
hour aligned exposures31 that define the upper and lower gates of a double-gate transistor. 
9.2.1 Drift and Vibration 
Figure 9.3 shows an example of the drift in alignment detected during six hours at 
a mask-substrate gap of 50 microns. The piezo drives were held stationary, and the output 
) I  Such exposure times are not viable in industrial use, but exemplify the capabilities of feedback control. 
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of a single ISPI microscope was monitored for six hours. The relative mask/substrate 
alignment drifted slowly through about 150 nrn, with faster, smaller fluctuations along 
the way. This data was taken during the night to minimize disturbances from laboratory 
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Fig. 9.3. 150 nm driR in alignment over six hours. 
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One solution to thermal drift, which has been employed at MIT, is to place the 
mask and substrate in mechanical contact, e.g., set the mask on A1 studs of a few 
microns. Friction holds the mask and substrate together. Alignment must be done when 
the mask studs are above the substra,, Just before exposure, the mask is lowered a few 
microns to rest on the studs. Lowering the mask inevitably ntroduces an un~redictable 
In.myunsr gr l~  on t i  mdl .mi4 l e g i m a $ i m q  bntl .esm 311 lum rntd P misalignment of 10s o nanometers. When e stu are in contact wth the substrate the 
r zax3rq f 1 k mkldUZ 34 a sw rl JngiflIl lwi rrl i? alignment is stable o sub-nanometer levels, but the unpredictable misalignment inherent 
crr qfi12 A U f t I  9fu 
in this procedure is incapable of producing nanometer-level overlay. 
Unlike our laboratory, in an industrial setting the environment of a lithographic 
tool is temperature-controlled to ~ 0 . 1  C. This certainly will reduce thermal drift, but on 
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the nanometer scale, a temperature change of only 0. lo C can still result in drift of tens of 
nanometers. Another common practice is to construct the lithographic tool on a granite 
superstructure to improve structural rigidity and reduce vibrations. Finally, shorter 
exposure times in industry place less stringent requirements on long-term stability. If a 
synchrotron is used as the x-ray source, the reduction in exposure time (-1 sec exposure 
duration) will also reduce the importance of thermal drift during each exposure. 
However, this assumes site-by-site alignment. Global alignment, which is used in 
industry to align an entire substrate at the start of a series of runs, relies on the stages to 
step from one die to the next without checking alignment. Considering that a 300 mm 
substrate has -800 1-cm2 dies, assuming 16 dies are exposed at a time, this implies that 
the full substrate requires 50 exposures. At 1 second per exposure, plus an overhead time 
of 1 second to step from site to site, exposing an entire substrate takes 50x2s = 100 s = 
1.7 minutes. Under these conditions, thermal drifi on the order of tens of nanometers is 
possible, and continuous nanometer feedback control, if feasible, is a desirable prospect. 
9.2.2 Feedback Control 
The alignment feedback loop consists of the alignment fringes imaged by the 
microscopes onto CCD cameras, image digitization by a framegrabber, extraction of the 
alignment condition by image analysis software, coordination of position measurements 
from multiple axes, and appropriate piezo actuation. Depending on the amount of 
misalignment, correction signals are sent either to the substrate stage or to the piezos in 
the mask stage. For misalignments larger than 250 nm, the substrate stage makes 
corrections, but smaller corrections are made by the piezo-actuated mask stage. Figure 
9.4 shows data taken during alignment acquisition, starting fi-om a large misalignment. 
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Fig. 9.4. Plots of the response of the ISPI feedback system to large misalignments. (a) Data fiom 
3 bar array. An initial displacement of -9 jm is corrected using the spatial phase disparity 
between mask and substrate bar arrays. (b) Data taken simultaneously fiom ISPI fringes. The 
residual misalignment is corrected using the fringe-fringe phase disparity. One sample step was 
takeneverysecond- I quu . a r m ~ m w ~ ~ ~ ~  r KJWJ m~PI 3 ~ 3 ~ 1 t l u  3r  r r r f t 7 r  !131lr1krl~u 
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The efficacy of feedback in maintaining position is illustrated by the experimental results 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  --- m - - - - - 7 - - . - -  v - -  .--- - - . - ..-.. - .  
depicted in Fig. 9.5. 
Y axis 
1 ~ e a n  = o.01 nrn I -101 Mean = -0.01 nm 4 
Sigma = 1.47 nm 4 1 Sigma = 1.43 nm 4 
Sample # Sample # 
Fig. 9.5. Plots of feedback control in (a) X axis ahd (b) Y axis; The sample rate is 1 Hz. -#d 1 '' 
In Fig. 9.5, data is shown with the ISPI output fed back to control the piezo 
inputs. Drift was eliminated within a standard deviation of 1.47 nm. The mean position 
was maintained at 0.01 nrn, but could equally well have been held at an arbitrary offset. 
In this experiment the feedback loop had a 1 second time constant32, which may account 
for much of the 1.4 nm deviation. With improvement to the algorithm, processor speed, 
and piezo resolution, this can be reduced further, enabling ISPI to suppress faster 
disturbances. 
Each ISPI microscope measures one in-plane axis, as well as in-plane rotation 
(indicated by a fringe chevron pattern) and gap. Three ISPI microscopes are used for 
detection of all six spatial degrees of freedom: X, Y, Z, 8,, 8,, 8,. One microscope 
measures X and two measure Y at a finite separation. X and Y microscopes can measure 
alignment in the same area with adjacent X and Y marks. Rotation is derived most 
sensitively from the difference in the two Y measurements. Gap is detected by each 
microscope using TCG marks at exposure gaps, yielding Z1, Z2, Z3, h m  which mask 
rotations are derived, completing the measurement of all six degrees of freedom. 
A Littrow angle of 20" is sufficient to allow the ISPI microscopes to detect 
alignment at the center of the mask (or any other position on the mask) during exposure. 
32 These feedback experiments were done using a 1 -8 GHz Pentium 4. 
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To verify the accuracy of ISPI alignment, we utilize a point x-ray source to 
1 # I  1.. 1 iI9rTl&lfl I / ~ P A - I  I 
expose mask" alignment marks on top of "substrate" alignment marks. The 
magnification effect of the divglfgnt k-$!dy s&~& d&s%% lateral shift of the $Ydijecteo 
mark image, which increases with radial distance from the source axis. To measure 
overlay with minimum magnification effect, we position an alignment mark on the source 
axis prior to exposure of resist (by observing the divergent x-rays through a micropipette 
. n ., . I  A - .&. - -1- J= - - I  , bundle on an ~ - r a ~ - s e n s i ~ & - ~ ~ ~ ,  as m Secfiori 8.5), and Measure the 6vcklai in two 
I .u1.1t-r 1. 4uccessive exposures. PhdZ %ilysis of twd~oird bet&& the resist gratind$'on dp 'of 
the gratings in the substrate permits sub-1-nrn overlay detection. This approach includes 
all emor terms intrinsic to the alimment s y s t e m . ~ b i ~ ~  -fannm u ni b3 nsdo a ; r r  $11 4 1 1  l i -  
' . 1 t I .?+L ~ O I ~ T J ~  nr b 9 d i ~ ' l t )  ~ T ( ~ Y o $ G  ~LC.(I~ i ~ l l ~ l i  I'i71 
# >  , . - - . - - - -- -. - - . .. L '- - - 
In this experiment we exposed- a mask with ' '~ isk"  &kks and "subskate" m a s  
A,,, 1,11141 
onto a sili"c?n 'sub%bife :sing W - 5  resist, as illli~ti.%'ed in Fig. 9.6. i7 @ fwAad -> t~ srr c7rr l 
.rnsr- rc  wli i11J11rt 
Fig. 9.6. Schematic of a feedback-controlled overlay 'experiment. Alignment was maintained in 
X, Y and 0 throughout the exposure. Images of the maid in exposed marks indicated the center 
mark was aligned to the source axis. Overlay at the mark under the source axis was 2.7 nm. 
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The "mask" mark is composed of three gratings with periods, {pl, p2, pl} and the 
"substrate" mark consists of these same grating periods, but with the sequence 
interchanged {p2, pl, p2}. These {p2, pl, p2} marks were used for detection of the 
alignment in resist. The marks viewed by the ISPI microscopes during alignment and 
exposure were adjacent to these marks, and of the standard grating-over-checkerboard 
type. Both marks were written within the same e-beam field to avoid stitching errors. 
The marks were printed at a 3 pm gap set by aluminum studs. After the first exposure the 
marks were etched into the silicon. The substrate was recoated with UV-5 and the fp2, PI, 
p2) mark aligned underneath the {pl, p2, pl} mark on the mask. Alignment and rotation 
of the mask were controlled actively throughout the exposure. The resist was developed 
and the moire from superposition of (i) gratings in resist and (ii) gratings in relief in 
silicon was observed in a normal-incidence optical microscope and analyzed with the 
ISPI spatial phase algorithm described in Section 3.5. The detected overlay was 2.7 nm. 
This overlay error combines alignment detection errors, source-positioning errors, 
intrafield e-beam writing errors, grating imperfections, as well as other contributions 
within the system. 
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9.2.4 Aligned Double-Gate Transistor Structure 
In collaboration with another graduate student33, device structures for a double- 
gate MOSFET transistor were fabricated using the ISPI alignment system. Such a 
double-gate device has superior performance characteristics and low power consumption, 
and is considered to be an i m p o m  development for transistor scaling below 50 nm gate 
widths. The challenge in fkbric~on of such a device is the superposition of the two 
gates. Self-aliment avoids this problem, but raises other significant fabricatign 
I . *--. 
5 
difficulties. I n - t h i s ~ e c f ~ v y e  I , took.the conceptually simpler, more direct approachL of 
* .. ,P 
alignment controt of both &ertand lower gates. A schematic of a double-gate MOSFET 
is shown in Fig. 9.7. Figure 9.8 shows feedback data during an aligned exposure, and 
Fig. 9.9 shows optical micrographs of the fringes exposed in resist, and the macroscopic 
device structure. Figure 9.10 shows a SEM cross-section of the resulting gate structures. 
X i ,  . r , i , t  ~ h h  l t l r t 3  rid 5rrl 311 i I V ~ I I : ~  
33 Dr. Mitchell W. Meinhold 
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Mean = -0.22 n m  1 
EStd. Dev. = 0.98 nm 4 
40(! ' . kk ' . 1 A$ . m1:5'1$a * 2 A$ . 2:5'12 
Time (sec x2) 
Fig. 9.8. (a) ~-al ign&e~t data fiom an ISPI microscope viewing a mark adjacent to a double-gate 
transistor. The mean alignment error detected by the ISPI microscope was -0.22 nm and o = 0.98 
nm, with the x-rays on. With the x-rays off the mean = -0.1 1 nm, o = 0.07 nm. The difference is 
attributed to vibrations originating in the x d y  source. (b) Image of ISPI fringes during 
Fig. 9.9. (a) Optical micrograph of gates and fiinges in resist after exposure. The alignment error 
detected by the fringes in resist was measured to be 2.5 nm. @) Optical micrograph of double- 
. . , .  . .. . , I '  3 - J ' . , "  8 . ' . . I '  gate structure. 
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Fig. 9.10. SEM micrograph of 50 nm gate structures fabricated using ISPI feedback-controlled 
overlay. Fringes in resist adjacent to the gates indicate misalignment to be 2.5 nm. (Image 
courtesy of Dr. Meinhold.) 
Further details of the double-gate MOSFET work can be found in Dr. Meinhold's 
PhD thesis [9.10]. 
9.3 Summary 
This chapter contains the lithographic overlay experiments that verify the ISPI 
alignment capability. Section 9.1 demonstrates the detectivity of ISPI, i.e., the difference 
between the spatial phase of the interference fringes seen in the ISPI microscopes, and 
the moir6 fringes between exposed resist and etched silicon on the substrate. The 
exposure is performed with the mask in contact with the substrate, to avoid all possible 
deviations associated with mechanical drift during the exposure, as well as magnification 
errors related to the x-ray point source. 
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At a finite gap, drift in the system is measured to be >I50 nm over several hours. 
Feedback control using ISPI metrology eliminates drift, demonstrating a mean position of 
0.01 nm and a standard deviation of 1.47 nm. After exposures performed with feedback, 
examination of exposed moir6 fringes in resist demonstrates alignment overlay to 2.7 nm. 
This includes all error sources intrinsic to the alignment system. During consecutive 72- 
hour feedback-controlled exposures the upper and lower gates of a double-gate transistor 
structure are demonstrated to be overlayed within 2.5 nm. 
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10 Conclusions 
The goal in this dissertation is to look beyond the alignment needs of a single type 
of lithography, or a single generation of fabrication technology. Instead, the purpose is to 
look towards a broadly applicable alignment technology that can extend to the limits of 
fabrication, and improve position detection to the point that it is no longer an impediment 
to any presently conceivable form of proximity fabrication. Toward this end, in this 
dissertation we developed a novel six-axis nanopositioning scheme called 
Interferometric-Spatial-Phase Imaging (ISPI) that provides robust sub-nanometer 
detectivity in measurement of alignment, rotation, and gap through spatial phase analysis 
of interferometric moire fringe patterns. Littrow-angle imaging of the fringes enables 
continuous feedback control of all six axes, and employs diffractive dark-field 
microscopy, increasing signal-to-noise ratio in the image. Experimental evidence of 
nanometer overlay of exposed features, in periodic resist patterns and double-gate field- 
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effect transistor structures, indicates ISPI can meet the nanopositioning requirements in 
the projected future. 
1 0.1 Advantages of ISPI 
A concise summary of some of the advantages of ISPI: 
1) Moire fringes have arbitrarily high sensitivity. Sensitivity is limited by the 
microscope field of view and the grating periods. The fact that we use 
interference to form the moire pattern does not restrict this to interfering beams, 
but the same kind of scheme would work well with obstruction or sampling-based 
moire [10.1]. Thus the same principles will apply to a wide variety of alignment 
configurations. 
2) Moire can be evaluated in the frequency domain, which allows one to utilize the 
advantages of phase measurements and frequency domain analysis. 
3) Arbitrary positions, not just the zero, or null position, can be measured with equal 
accuracy. 
4) ISPI is wavelength-independent. Broadband light is used, eliminating thin-film 
interference effects. Laser requirements are relaxed since the laser wavelengths 
are free to drift without any deleterious effect on the spatial phase. 
5 )  Displacement measurement does not demand a displacement of the mask or 
substrate, i-e., no scanning is required. 
6) The measurement is absolute and unambiguous. Since ISPI is based on imaging, 
multiple periodic marks can be viewed in a single image. We exploit the 
difference in displacement magnification between geometric motion and 
interferometric moire to obtain different displacement sensitivity. The marks are 
designed with the same period allowing the same spatial phase algorithm to be 
used to find the displacement of the individual marks, and the phase between 
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marks, providing a unique and unambiguous position measurement. The 
acquisition range, i.e., the maximum misalignment, is at least half the largest 
period, or half the fringe period. In practice we have shown wide-rage, 
unambiguous measurement, from c0.5 nm to >500 pm. 
7) Imaging not only provides absolute and unambiguous measurement, it also 
permits measurement along multiple axes in the same image. Imaging with ISPI 
permits alignment detection in the direction transverse to the plane containing the 
viewing angle, and also allows detection of rotation, by virtue of the relative angle 
between the complementary fringe sets (i.e., chevron pattern), as well as 
simultaneous gap detection. 
8) Since each ISPI microscope views alignment (and rotation and gap) at an oblique 
angle, we do not need to artificially separate alignment from lithography: the two 
can proceed simultaneously, and if any misalignment occurs during the exposure, 
we can correct for it immediately. 
9) ISPI extracts pertinent information since it measures alignment between the mask 
and substrate, as opposed to measuring the relative position of a pair of stages, as 
in a heterodyne interferometer. 
10) The ability to detect alignment during exposure becomes more of a necessity as 
the exposure time increases, and as the alignment tolerance decreases to the point 
that thermal fluctuations are comparable or in excess of the alignment tolerance. 
When this is the case, we can still perform highly accurate alignment even 
without expensive and cumbersome environmental controls, or construction of the 
stages or other parts of the stepper with zero-thermal-expansion materials. 
11) Noise reduction: there are four stages of filtering that ISPI employs to decrease 
spurious signals. First, it eliminates the zero-order beams from the image 
formation - they reflect off the mask and substrate, out of the acceptance angle of 
the low-NA microscope. Second, the microscope is diffractive dark-field, that is, 
the only light that returns to contribute to the image is signal-carrying light that 
was designed to diffract and return at a specific angle. No other light makes it 
into the microscope except the light that contains the spatial phase information 
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(with the exception of a negligible amount of scattered light from the miniscule 
area of feature edges facing the microscope). Third, since the microscope cannot 
resolve high spatial frequencies; it acts as a low pass filter. We select the 
resolution of the microscope to cut off all spatial frequencies above the moire 
fringe frequency. The microscope therefore cannot resolve the grating lines, dust, 
defects, or pattern features that commonly corrupt the purity of the signal. 
Furthermore, after the lowpass filtering by the microscope, the phase analysis 
algorithm performs narrow bandpass filtering of the remaining signal to select 
only the known spatial frequency of the moire fringes. 
12) Any systematic bias of one set of fringes is exactly balanced by corresponding 
changes in the complementary set of fringes. It is the phase relationship between 
these fringes that determines the alignment signal; therefore the signal is immune 
to common perturbations of interferometer signals, such as variations in the index 
of refraction in the beampath. Both signals are affected equally, unless in the rare 
case that high turbulence over very short length scales (diameter of the beam, i.e., 
a few hundred microns) causes disparities between the two sides. 
13) Motion of the camera does not affect the relative spatial phase of the fringe sets. 
14) Transverse Chirp Gapping (TCG) detects gap with <1 nm sensitivity. No marks 
are required on the substrate. TCG is independent of alignment. 
15) Long-Range Interferometric Gapping (LRIG) extends the <1 nm gap sensitivity 
of TCG up to gaps of 500 mm, or more. 
16) Most importantly, the ISPI philosophy is to measure the variable of interest, at 
the point of importance, and by such means that the measurement signal is 
impervious to common environmental degradations. 
ISPI is unique in that it combines interferometric sensitivity, with immunity to errors 
of spatial phase, while providing static measurement, noise reduction, and multi-axis 
imaging capability. 
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10.2 Resolution Improvement 
Simple improvements to alignment detectivity could be achieved by reducing the 
grating period, increasing the number of camera pixels and reducing camera signal to 
noise ratio. 
Resolution improvements are clearly possible, and should be relatively simple to 
implement. Considering Eq. 3.36, the best way to improve resolution is to decrease the 
grating period. We typically use pl and pz gratings of -1 pm period, with non-exposing 
wavelengths between 655 and 690 nm. We have successfully used periods as small as 
0.8 microns with these laser wavelengths. Slightly shorter wavelengths could be used, in 
fact we have used wavelengths in the green (515 nm) and blue (487 nm) for alignment, 
but of course the resist sensitivity at those wavelengths must be considered if the 
alignment marks are near devices. Since the ISPI grating configuration is achromatic, 
much shorter wavelengths are possible. A 405 nm illumination wavelength with a 0.5 
pm grating period would double the phase estimation accuracy. 
Other factors are SNR and number of samples. In the overlay experiments in 
Chapter 9 we used analog CCD cameras with VGA (640x480) pixel arrays. Commercial 
digital machine vision cameras are available with 4 megapixel arrays, increasing pixel 
count to (2350x1 720), and increasing phase estimation accuracy by an additional factor 
of (3.691'0~ = 1.9. Experiments on digital CMOS cameras indicate a -20% reduction in 
pixel noise compared to the analog cameras. Averaging along more pixels in the fringe 
direction will yield another factor of 1.9. Taking the simple modifications of the 
alignment mark periods and replacement of the cameras and laser source into account, 
phase estimation accuracy would be improved by -7.2~. In short, the resolution of the 
system could be improved to -0.010 nm, with minimal effort. 
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